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Pack to coordinate county cage program

Calloway school board hires
high school basketball coach
By MATT SANDERS
News Editor
The hiring of Jack Pack as head
basketball coach of Calloway
County High School may result in
lower final scores in games next
season.
The new coach stressed Friday
night, following a special school
board meeting which led to his
employment, that he is a
defensive-minded coach. "I'm a
firm believer that defense is what
keeps you in ball games,especially on the road. I'm not taking
anything from offense because I
know you have to put the ball in
the hole in order to win.
"As far as the team goes, I want
them to be disciplined and fundamentally sound. They must be a
hard working group. To be successful in anything, you must be
willing to put the time in and make
sacrifices. Some kids may have to
sacrifice things they never have
before. That's what they have to
think about over the summer,"
Pack added.
"My teams play trap defense
and pressure the basketball. Ninety percent of the time we'll be
keeping pressure on the bacirPt
ball," he said.
The coach also stressed the importance of academics. •"The
classroom is important. You have
to perform in the classroom if you
want to play for me."
Pack, 31, said his first duty as
head coach will be to meet with all
the returning players sometime
before the end of the school year.
Only two players from this
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season's 15-10 team will be lost to
graduation.
"I'm excited (about coming to
Calloway). I feel it is a gold mine
here. Show me a high school with
900 kids and there are athletes to
be found. Ill give it my best shot,"
Pack said. "I'll do the job I think
can be done. This school has the
size to be a contender year-in and
year-out."
A former point guard and 1973
graduate of Austin Peay State
University, Pack said he patterns
himself after his former mentor
Lake Kelly. "He definitely was an
inspiration to me."
A native of Wayland in Floyd
County, Pack has eight seasons of
experience as high school coach
and assistant coach. This past
season he was head coach at
Olmstead High School outside
Russellville in Logan County. He
held that position four years.
Prior to that, he was an assistant
coach at Todd County Central
High School, Elkton.
Pack, who resides in
Clarksville, Tenn., holds a
bachelor's degree in health and
physical education and driver's
education.,This summer, he will
receive a master's degree ill
health and physical education and
curriculum instruction from
Austin Peay.
As head basketball coach, Pack
also will serve as basketball coordinator for the school system. He
said he plans to conduct Saturday
programs, emphasizing fundamentals, for elementary
students.
According to Jim Greer, assis-

tant superintendent and acting
athletic director,a screening committee consisting of three administrators and two school board
members were contacted by 75 individuals from Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Alabama
and West Virginia. The committee
recommended Pack to superintendent Jack Rose who made the
recommendation to the school
board. The vote was 5-0 following
a 3,,12 hour executive session concerning Pack's employment.
Rose said he felt the new coach
"has alot of potential. He's young,
dynamic and enthusiastic."
Pack replaces Charles "Chic"
Nute, who was not rehired as
coach or teacher by the school
board in March.
Concerning his expectations
about the 1982-83 season, the
NEW CAGE COACH — Jack Pack (second from left) was employed Friday as head basketball coach of
superintendent said the school
system would like to build a Calloway County High School.(From left) Superintendent Jack Rose, School Board Chairman Ferrel Miller
Stronger program."We would like and Principal Jerry Ainley discuss the job with the new coach.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders
to have a winning tradition,
something we have not had in the
past. But it's not 'a win at all
costs' situation. We want a program we can support and ap•
preciate."
At the same meeting when Nidasart
was not rehired, assistant basketball coach Jim Nix also was not
Two of Murray's most promi- student at the University of
Stuart Poston, administrator of
rehired for just that position. Rose nent "doctor families" will be Louisville.
the hospital, will preside over the
said Pack will have much input in honored Sunday, when three new
At 2:30 p.m., the Houston ceremonies, while Dr. William G.
the selection of an assistant coach. facilities at the Murray-Calloway Memorial Library will be (Bill) Hart will describe the
The coach will interview possible County Hospital are dedicated or rededicated in memory of the late Mason Memorial Medical Arts
candidates both inside and outside rededicated in ceremonies laun- Dr. Hal E. Houston, who lost his Building. John Youngerman,
the school system.
ching the hospital's observance of life when fire destroyed his home chairman of the board of commisPack will teach either physical National Hospital Week.
in 1952.
sioners will describe the library..
education or driver's education.
The first of these will be the new
The father of Dr. Hal E. while Mrs. Nadine Turner, R. N.,
He is the father of three children $2.4 million Mason Memorial Houston, prominent surgical director of nurses at the hospital,
— Lisa, 10, Amy,8, arid Jason,4.
Medical Arts Building adjacent to member of the hospital's staff, Dr. will explain the Long Term Care
the hospital.
Houston also was a brother of Dr. Unit and its services.
It is being dedicated to the Hugh L. Houston, highly
The invocation will be given by
memory of and in recognition of respected Murray physician as Dr. Walter Mischke,.Jr., minister
the many years of medical service well as a senior member of the of the First United Methodist
to the people of Murray, Calloway hospital's staff.
Church and president of the
County and West Kentucky of Dr.
Stanford Andrus, secretary of Murray-Calloway Ministerial
William Herbert Mason, his wife, the board of commissioners, will Association.
Dr. Ora Kress Mason, and his deliver the tribute to the Houston
A reception will be- iu the
brother, Dr. Robert Macon family as the library, which con- hospital's cafeteria area imMason.
tains books, journals and mediately following the
One of the oldest and most fond- medically-related articles and ceremonies, to which the public is
ly remembered of the county's research papers as well as many invited.
medical families, the Masons books and periodicals for recreawere affectionately known as "Dr. tional reading by the patients.
Will," "Dr. Ora" and "Dr. Rob"
Dr. Hal Houston and his wife,
to hundreds of families across Lynn, will unveil the plaque in this
West Kentucky and Northwest area.
Tennessee.
The third and final area to be
James Garrison, vice-chairman dedicated is the Hugh Houston
Vickie Rebecca Gidcumb, 24,
of the hospital's board of commis- Long Term Care Unit, which is be- Rt. 3, was charged with firstsioners, will deliver the tribute to ing dedicated in honor of Dr. Hugh
degree assault Friday afternoon
the Masons during the ceremony, L. Houston, considered by many following a shooting in the
scheduled for 2 p.m. in the lobby of as the patriarch of Murray's doc- Brown's Grocery area off
the new building, and Mrs. Robert tors today.
Highway 94, according to
0. Miller and Mrs. Gaylord ForAffectionately known as "Dr. Calloway County Sheriff David
rest will unveil a plaque com- Hugh," he has been involved in
Balentine.
memorating the event.
Calloway County health services
Ephrom L. Cothran, 46, Rt. 3,
Mrs. Miller is a daughter of Dr. for almost half a century, and still
was transported to the MurrayWill and Dr. Ora Mason, while is active as a practitioner and pro- Calloway County Hospital by amMrs. Forrest is a daughter of Dr. minent businessman.
btalance after being shot in the left
Rob Mason. Both have sons who
These ceremonies will began at arm, Balentine said. He was
are physicians or are in the final 3 p.m. in the Long Term Unit in reported in satisfactory condition
GANTT RETIREMENT LUNCHEON — Wilson and Virginia Gantt (center) chat with some of the more
stages of medical training.
the newly-constructed, north wing this morning.
than 150 friends and associates who turned out for a retirement luncheon in his honor at Murray State UniverDr. Dan Miller is a member of of the hospital, and Dr. C. C.
The sheriff said the weapon ussity Tuesday. Gantt,now dean of admissions and registrar, has served 26 years at Murray State. Shown with
the hospital's medical staff, while Lowry, a surgeon and for many ed was a .22-caliber pistol. The
him are Regina and Dr. Wallace Baggett(left)and Dr. Ben Humphreys. A Calloway County native,Gantt has
Lewis Drake III, son of Mrs. years a colleague of Dr. Houston's shooting took place in the Cothran
also served as a supervising teacher and director at the University School and as assistant director of student
Miller and the late Lewis Drake,is will be the principal speaker.
home.
teaching. He earned both the B.S. and M.A. in education degrees at Murray State. The Gantts will continue to
a physician in Lexington. TheorDr. Houston and his wife, HonGidcumb will appear Monday
make their home in Murray.
dore Forrest is a senior medical tas, will unveil the plaque.
before the district court judge.
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U.N. pursues efforts to defuse island crisis
By The Associated Press
The U.N. secretary-general today pursued "urgent efforts" to
defuse the Falkland Islands crisis
as Britain stretched its war zone
closer to the Argentine coast in a
move the Buenos 'Wires junta
swiftly protested.
Royal marines reportedly were
preparing to storm the islands by

clear, breezes
Clear tonight with light to
calm winds and lows in the low
50s. Sunny, breezy and warmer
Sunday with highs in the low
80s. South winds increasing to
10 to 20 mph.

today's index
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Monday, if necessary, and British
officials would not exclude the
possibility of British air attacks on
the Argentine mainland.
Britain announced Friday that
any Argentine military ships or
planes found more than 12 miles
from the Argentine coast would be
subject to attack.
British press reports also mentioned new reinforcements for the
Falklands battle fleet, including
four destroyers armed with antimissile missiles, and 20 additional
Harrier jet fighters.

Argentina protested the war
zone expansion to the U.N. Security Council, saying the "illegal"
action obstructed the only surviving diplomatic option — mediation
efforts by U.N. Secretary-General
Javier Perez de Cuellar.
Perez de Cuellar scheduled
separate meetings with British
and Argentine officials this morning to discuss his proposals to bring peace to the South Atlantic archipelago.
"The secretary-general
earnestly hopes that the quiet

which has prevailed in the area
for the past 48 hours will continue
while he pursues his urgent efforts
toward a solution," said his
spokesman,Francois Giuliani.
In London, Defense Ministry
spokesman Ian McDonald announced the expansion of Britain's
previously declared 200-mile war
zone around the Falklands in a
televised address:
"Because of the proximity of
Argentine bases and the distances
that hostile forces can cover
undetected, particularly at night

and in bad weather, her majesty's
government warns that any
Argentine warship or military aircraft which is found more than 12
nautical miles from the Argentine
coast will be regarded as hostile
and are liable to be dealt with accordingly," he said.
Argentina's protest letter to the
Security Council claimed the
declaration of a war zone along
the entire Argentine coast "makes
clear (Britain's) insistence on a
military solution and its obstruction of the diplomatic option now

under way" through Perez de
Cuellar.
A senior U.S. State Department
official was quoted in today's New
York Times as saying that, unless
Argentina soon agreed to
withdraw its forces from the
Falklands, Britain would invade
the islands "and prevail in the
end."
Foreign Secretary Francis Pym
told reporters Friday that Britain
did not want to bomb Argentine
mainland airfields, but added: "I
(Continued On Page 2)

Reagan rejects abandoning economic policies
BY MERRILL HARTSON
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan is insisting that
Democrats can't blame recordsetting unemployment on his
economic policies while they
refuse to support a revamped
budget and tax plan advanced by
Republicans. Reagan rejected a chorus of
calls for abandonment of his
policies following the release Friday of a goVernment report showing that American joblessness in
April jumped to 9.4 percent — the
highest level-since the 1940s.

He told reporters that
Democrats "can't blame it on our
policies and I can tell them how
they can turn that around ... join
us in adopting the budget that was
passed out of the Senate Budget
Committee," — a GOP plan calling for cuts in Social.Security and
$95 billion in new taxes over three
years.
"They do that and not only will
pnemployment turn arotuni and
come down but so will interest
rates: and this economy will get
moving again," Reagan said.
Some 10.3 million Americans
were out of work last month as

joblessness among adult men, and housing program in hopes of
producing jobs.
blue-collar workers, blacks and
teen-agers was the highest in
House Majority Leader Jim
modern times, the Labor Depart- Wright, D-Texas, noted that
employment normally rises as
ment said.
Roughly 453,000 people were ad- summer approaches but that
April's figures reversed that
ded to the unemployment lines in
April. In March, the jobless rate trend.
was 9 percent, matching the
"If it were to have occurred, an
previous post-World War II reces- economic upturn, we think it
would already have occurred," he
sion peak reached in 14a)41975.
Only hours after release of the said. "We do not feel ive can afnew figures — which showed ford to wait any longer."
unemployment in the construction
.Details of the plan are to be
industry at 19.4 percent — House worked out next week, but Wright
fikemocrats announced they will said half of the money would go to
propose a $2 billion public works -lowering interest rates on home
•

mortgages as a way of reviving
the ailing housing industry. The
remaining $1 billion Would go to
public works projects such as
rebuilding deteriorating highway
systems, improving mass transit
and renovating.bridges[he said.
On several other fronts, the new
unemployment figures prompted
Reagan's critics to talk of a return
to the hard times of the Depression era.
.
• _
"Ronald Reagan's bread lines
grew longer by 450,000 people,"
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., said at a meeting of the
(Continued On Page 2)
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Essay about murdered idol
introduced in Hinckley trial
By LARRY MARC ASAK
is going on, and most important of
Associated Press Writer
all, Ronald Reagan never missed
WASHINGTON AP
In an
a beat," Hinckley said in his unessay about his murdered idol,
dated essay. "Of course, he's not
John Lennon, John W. Hinckley
in favor of gun control. Ha', can
Jr. sarcastically alluded to Presiyou make a Western movie
without guns, guns, guns?"
dent Reagan's opposition to gun
control and said Reagan needed
The trial recessed until Monday
"gun, guns, guns" to make - after Mrs, Hinckley and three docWestern movies.
tors who treated her son testified
The essay, introduced into
for the defense.
evidence Friday, was written
The physicians treated Hinckley
within four months of Hinckley's
1979 and 1980 after he complainin
March 30, 1981, shooting spree outed
of an assortment of ailments:
side the Washington Hilton Hotel.
lack of concentration,
dizziness,
He wounded the president and
in his throat, a pain in
discomfort
three other men.
and tingling sensaabdomen
his
Hinckley's mother testified Fritions.
day that her son deeply mourned
Lennon, the former Beatle who
One of the doctors suggested
was fatally shot Dec. 8, 1980, in
psychiatric counseling twice in
New York City. "What I cannot
July 1980, but he said Hinckley recomprehend is the fact that people
jected the idea. Two others, inare trying to carry on with life
cluding the Hinckley family physinow," Hinckley wrote. "What's
cian, could not find any physical
the use? The dream is over.
cause for his problems but saw no
"The rich are getting richer and
need for Hinckley to see a
the poor don't know what the hell
psychiatrist.

Hinckley contends he was insane and not legally responsible
for shooting Reagan, White House
Press Secretary James Brady and
two law enforcement officers. He
is charged in the 13-count indictment with crimes that include attempting to kill the president and
assault with intent to kill while
armed.
In the undated essay, part of the
growing list of Hinckley's writings
submitted to the jury, Hinckley
expressed feelings about Reagan
and the killing of heroes.
He wrote: "In America, heroes
are meant to be killed. Idols are
meant to be shot in the back. Guns
are neat little things, aren't
they?"
And later: "Let's see how many
more idols we can wipe off the
face of the earth. It's no big deal.
Murder happens all the time."
The essay was found by Mrs.
Hinckley in a box in her garage
after Reagan was shot.

Falklands...
(Continued From Page 1)
ready to send men of the Royal
"Things are moving as quickly
Marines ashore in force by Mon- as they could on the diplomatic
day. This is not to say that a lan- front," British U.N. Ambassador
ding will take place then."
Anthony Parsons said after giving
Argentina's insistence on Perez de Cuellar further clarificasovereignty over the islands it tion of Britain's position on the
seized from Britain April 2 re- U.N. peace initiative.
mained the main obstacle to a
Parsons and Argentine Deputy
diplomatic solution.
Foreign Minister Enrique Ros
Argentine Foreign Minister were to meet separately with
3licanor CtisTa Mendez told a Perez de Cuellar today.
Buenos Aires radio station that
Informed sources say the U.N.
while "certain hope exists" for a plan does .not address the
peaceful solution "all negotiations sovereignty issue, but calls for a
must lead inexorably to Argentine cease-fire, phased withdrawal of
sovereignty."
Argentine and British forces and
U.N. administration of the
Falklands while Britain and
Argentina negotiate the islands'
future.
Military analysts in London said
the war zone extension was aimed
at heading off any Argentine at(Continued From Page 1) tempt to thwart an invasion and at
U.S. labor leaders.
deterring further missile attacks
- "This record number is another such as the one Tuesday that
cruel turn on the ratchet of- wrecked the destroyer HMS Shefunemployment
," said AFL- field and killed 20 sailors.
CIO President Lane Kirkland.
An Argentine Foreign Ministry
t`The new Hooverism is a failure. source said Britain would need
It is time to promote the recovery -at least three fleets" to enforce
before we slide into a depression." the blockade "because now they
The four-tenths of a percentage don't have sufficient means to
point rise produced the highest cover our extensive coast and
level of joblessness since the carry out a total blockade."
government began keeping monIn Washington, Pentagon
thly figures in 1948. Seven years analysts who requested anonymibefore that, in 1941, the previous ty said they viewed the British anhigh was 9.9 percent on an an- nouncement as an attempt to innualized basis, when no month-to- timidate Argentina into keeping
month figures were available.
its land-based warplanes at home.

would not want to exclude any
possibility...
-If all endeavors to meet a sensible, reasonable and fair settlement fail, then regrettably nobody
is in any doubt what we are going
to do — we cannot allow the occupation of our islands to continue... Our resolve is undiminished." Pym said. ,He did nor
elaborate.
The Times of London said
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's Cabinet "ministers were
advised yesterday that the task
force commander expects to be
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Don't Forget To Play.

BANKROLL

Store Hours:
Northside
Mon.-Sat. 7 A.M.-10 P.M.
10th & Chestnut
Southside
Mon.-Sat. 7 A.M.-10 P.M.
Sun. 10 A.M.-7 P.M.
12th & Story
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MAN-SIZED JOB — Nine-year-old Josh Blanco and his brother, Justin,5, tried to give the City of Ottawa a
helping hand when they discovered a stop sign that apparently had been knocked down by a car. They gave up
after several tries at raising the sign and turned the job over to city workers.
(AP Laserphoto)

Ii

Immunization program serves fewer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Higher
drug costs and Reagan administration budget cuts have
meant one-third fewer children
are being served by the government immunization program, according to testimony before a
Senate committee.
And under Reagan's proposed
1983 funding level of $28.8 million,
delivery of vaccines to children
"would be reduced to intolerably
low levels," said Dr. Vincent A.
Fulginiti, chairman of the committee on infectious diseases of
the American Academy of
Pediatrics.
"The 7 percent cut in the program imposed this year already
has caused a 32 percent drop in
vaccine purchases," Fulginiti told
the Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committee's subcommittee on investigations Friday.
"Meanwhile, the cost of vaccine
has increased by 44 percent during the past two years."
As a result, he said, 33 percent
fewer children are being served in
the immunization program this
year compared with last year.
But Dr. William H. Foege,
director of the federal Centers for
Disease Control, said that "it
should be possible to reduce
costs" because the program has

WASHINGTON (AP 1 — Michael
G. Karem has resigned his post
with the federal Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
Karem, a 35-year-old former
Louisville, Ky., resident, said he
decided months ago to step down,
but didn't announce it until Friday
so that an investigation into
allegations of conflict of interest
could be completed.
That investigation, according to
HUD Secretary Samuel R. Pierce,
"failed to disclose any factual support for the allegations of criminal
misconduct that have been publicly suggested."
Those reports alleged that
Karem, a deputy assistant
secretary for multifamily _housing, disposed of multifamily HUD
properties to friends. He denied
the allegations and said that the
investigation backed him in that
contention.
flower, he—added, -th-e'
ritinuendoes and gossip.-impaired
my ability to function" in his job.
Karem, a lawyer, said he plans
to remain in Washington and enter
private business.
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Karem resigns
HUD position

Fred Johnson of Murray, right,
won $500 from the Bankroll.
Presenting the check is Randal 111
Scott, the asst. manager of the it
Southside IGA.
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Unemployment...
congressional Joint Economic
Committee.
Airtitcr Reriuhlican side of the a s1e, House Minority Leader
Robert Michel of Illinois conceded
that the unemployment rate "certainly does not help" the chances
of passing Reagan's economic
program.
Jack Carlson, chief economist
and executive vice president of
the National Association of
Realtors, said, -The American
people have the right to be ashamed of their elected federal officers,
Democrats and Republicans."
Harsh criticism also came from

•"`

,• r

become more efficient and the
backlog of immunizations has
been eliminated.
Foege said he has been assured
by Health and Human Services
Secretary Richard Schweiker that
the immunization program will be

carefully monitored for any
adverse effects.
He added that states and
localities are expected to pick up
through block grants the slack
federal financing of immunizations.

Character generator donated
to university television station
Television viewers in Murray
have an additional source of community information with a donation of the "character generator"
to MSU-TV Cable Channel 11, the
student-operated studio at Murray
State University.
Valued at $8,000, the equipment
has been donated to the university
community television operation
by Murray Cablevision, a division
of ATC,Piedmont Region.

the channel. A plan for the university studio to have the channel
full time is included in a proposed
franchise agreement with the city.
Dr. Frank Blodgett, studio
director, said the character
generator can hold up to 32 pans
of text material and has a
separate display area in the lower
half of the screen. He added that
WKMS-FM, the university fine
arts radio station, has been placed
on the audio part of the channel.

The new equipment allows the
studio to program Continous text
material onto the screen including
news about community events.
Listings will be placed on the
channel about eight hours a day at
times when MSU-TV or the U.S.A.
Network, which also used channel
11, are not offering other programs.
Craig McCrystal, regional ATC
manager, said the equipment will
help fill in the time when the
sports network and MSU are not
on. In the pat, he noted that a test
pattern was used.
McCrystal said that MSU-TV
may eventually have full use of
•

Blodgett said multiple uses may
be found for the equipment.
Presently,'Community news is be-ing programmed.
Following installation of the
donated equipment by Danny
Spees, MSU-TV engineer, McCrystal and Ken Thomas, local
cable manager, made a formal
presentation of the unit.
University officials who accepted the donation were Dr. Bill
Parsons, dean of the College of
Creative Expression, Dr. Bob
McGaughey, chairman of the
Department of Journalism and
Radio-TV,and Blodgett.

DONATION TO MSU-TV — Officials of Murray State University
and Murray Cablevision try out an $8,000 character generator. The
equipment was donated by Murray Cablevision to MSU-TV, Cable
11-The equipment-41km the studio to program continuous
text material onto the channel including community news. Listings
will be programmed at times when live-action shows are not being
presented.Seated from left in the top photo are Ken Thomas,Murray
Cablevision manager,and Dr. Frank Blodgett,studio director. Standing from left are Dr.Bill Parson,dean of the CoRege of Creative Expression,and Craig McCrystal,director,ATC,Piedmont Region.
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by lorry mcgehee

southern seen

Construction
wants, needs

:at**

Instead of rushing to shoot more borrowed financial adrenalin into the woozy housing construction
industry, Congress should be standing back for a
hard look at national need, as distinct from industry
wants.
The housing industry does provide many jobs.
But the plain fact is the nation is unlikely for a long
time to need new housing on the scale needed in the
1970s.
The telling statistic on the subject, used recently
by the federal government,is that nearly one-fourth
of the national housing stock, 19.7 million yearround units, was built between spring of 1970 and
fall 1980.
One-fourth! That we will not equal that in the
1980s goes without saying. In fact, a million and half
of those new units were unoccupied as this decade
began.
This point is made not to suggest there is no new
housing need or demand,nor to imply that valuable
skill in the construction trades should go unused.
The industry is an important one to this nation,central to our vitality. Yet it is just as vital when
building factories, stores and offices as when erecting houses.
The housing industry obviously is going to have to
shift more toward rehabilitation, a trend already
markedly under way in many places.
The public interest draws special benefit from
such a trend because of the often overlooked act
that there are huge investments of public funds in
schqols, streets, sewers and the rest already in
place in L.:Vies and towns. Those facilities.17aquently
are used well below capacity. Thus they are not the
occasion of property tax collections to the extent
they could be.
Quick fix impulses in Congress on housing construction are unsound, the more so as they raise
new federal deficit questions. Future federal
obligations due to rent subsidies already are staggering. Much as the industry may be in pain, the
peril in the public purse is a more serious problem
That in turn has murderous effect on housing
finance.
Going slow will have to be the rule for Congress
on this subject. Private initiative must finii ingenious new approaches.
(Reprinted by permission of The Indianapolis
Star)

Escalating
handgun race
What the United States doesn't need is an
escalating domestic arms race. That's what it is going to get, though, if the gun lobby has is way.
The gun lobbyists are pushing a bill to make it
easier for anyone to get a handgun — criminals and
crackpots, husbands who want to get _rid of their
wives or wives who want to get rid of their
husbands, neighbors with a grudge against their
neighbors and so on — and harder to get convictions
of those who violate a much weakened Gun Control Act.
That's what will happen if a majority of the
Senate Judiciary Committee has its way. On a vote
of 13-3, the committee approved the bill which,
among other things, would lift prohibitions on interstate guns sales, eliminate licensing and
records-keeping requirements for many small
dealers and allow citizens to import firearms from
abroad.
The committee turned down an amendment, offered by Sen. Edward Kennedy, that would have
barred sales by convenience stores and pawnshops,
such as the one that sold a gun to John Hinckley,
who wounded President Reagan and three other
men last year.
It even put aside the Kennedy amendment to bar
the sale of armor-penetrating,"cop-killler" bullets.
Many police departments, for obvious reasons,
favor such a prohibition, and, as Sen. Kennedy
observed, "There is not a deer in Massachusetts
which wears a bullet-proof vest." Nor,for that matter, is there one in Pennsylvania or anywhere else,
but the committee was- plainly not disposed to offend the National Rifle Association.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. James McClure (R.,
Idaho) and Rep. Harold 1. Volkrner (D., Mo.), is
called the "Firearms Owner Protection Act." What
the United States really needs is an act to protect
citizens against the handguns that are used in
around 10,000 homicides every year and in
numerous accidental deaths. Now many presidents
and policemen and citizens have to be gunned down
before Congress gets that message'?
(Reprinted by permission of The Philadelphia
Inquirer)
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Tribute to mother also includes honors
to entire family of Epps-ceptional people
LaVern Epps Edwards is a school
teacher, housewife, and mother in
Covington, Tennessee. Today's column started out to be a salute to her
as a model mother. As you will see, it
became a tribute to her father as
well.
What makes Mrs. Edwards so
remarkable is the fact that all seven
of her children completed college or
are currently in college. Marsha is in
Howard University's law school,
Lynda is in prelaw at Smith, Keith is
in engineering at Vanderbilt, and
Emmett, Stella, Mattie, and William
have graduated or are enrolled at the
University of Tennessee at Martin.
There have been Edwardses in college for over a dozen years.
Getting that many children from
one home inspired to go to college
and finding the scarce resources to
make it possible are admirable
qualities, for which both Mr. and
Mrs. Edwards deserve applause.
They would never seek such public
recognition.
The truth is that Mrs. Edwards
probably had little choice except to
send her offspring springing oft into

higher education. It was something
expected of her, because the same
thing had already happened a
generation earlier.
Lavern Epps was one of six
children of Emmett Isaac Epps, and
all six pursued college degrees.
Walter has a doctorate, Joe B. a
master's degree, Stella, Millard, and
LaVern all have bachelor's degrees,
and Vivian has a teaching certificate.
All are married, and among them
they have sixteen children, all college graduates or in college now.
Behind this above-average fimily,
of less-than-average means, toward
the father and grandfather Emmett
Isaac Epps, who passed away last
year at the age of 97. The 1890 Census
lists him as a seven-year-old who
could read and write.
Mr.Epps was the unschooled son of
slaves in Lauderdale County. He
worked as a logger and as a domestic
cook. Upon the early death of his
wife, he assumed the duty of seeing
to their children's future. With
manual labor and undaunted vision,
he _nut Only. 1i vAd to see his _ own

children through college but his
grandchildren all enrolled as well.
They have made their own marks
already in medicine, teaching, art,
agricultural sciences, and business.
Each helps the others, in a pyramidclub fashion that grows stronger in
each generation. All twenty-two of
his descendants went to college.
The grandchildren are themselves
now approaching the age of marriages and families, and it will be interesting to see how many colege
graduates emerge from this tradition, around the years 2010 A.D. But
nurturing that first crop was the
main miracle.
Thomas Jefferson spent a lifetime
preaching the necessity of education
in democracy. The nation could not
survive without educated citizens to
make its decisions wisely. The
average education level of adults
even now is only the ninth grade. Not
until recently has college education
for anywhere near half our tigh•
school graduates been possible. The
Epps descendants made their own
possibilities,_ and they are except

tional. They point the way, however,
for others to follow.
Their example teaches the importance of family love, the importance of mutual support, the importance of long-range vision and
short-range hard labor, and the importance of examples and of traditions.
Investments in our nation's young
people yield profits when the young
mature. Emmett Isaac Epps invested in his children, and America
is receiving a bountiful harvest of
conscientious, contributing citizens
from his investment. The best
response to such a witness of faith is
see to it that others find similar access into colleges and comparable
quality of instruction once inside.
Otherwise, the nation will retreat
from Jefferson's dream and Emmett
Isaac Epp's example. LaVern Epps
Edwards has done her share in sharing that vision and deserves some
recognition as outstanding Mother or
Woman of the Year. She would probably, modest as she is, decline the
honor, but that doesn't keep her from
being quite an Epps-cep_tionailatiY--- _ -

letter to the editor

U.S. budget
Dear Editor:
I want to call your attention to the
"Commentary" in the Louisville
Courier-Journal May 6 written by
James J. Kirkpatrick. I wish every
person in Calloway County could
read it in it's entirety. Maybe then
they would understand the problems
involved in making a National
Budget for 1983.
Mr. Kilpatrick states that we must
cut the deficits instead of increasing
them, and that federal borrowing to
cover those deficits is exactly what
keeps the rates so absurdly high. He
says "So long as deficits stay high,
the interest rates stay high. So long
as interest rates stay high,
unemployment stays high. Bankruptcies soar and the economy remains in
recession." The key to recovery lies
in reducing the fantastic rate of interest — and the key to reducing
these rates lies in reducing the
deficits and thus excessive borrowing by our government.
"Deficits can be reduced in two
ways only - by increasing revenues or
by reducing outlays. Or, of course by
a combination of both."
National Security comes first.
After requirements for a strong
defense, come the needs of health,
education, welfare, housing, the
farmers, the elderly, college
students, arts, sciences and all the
rest." We all know that much fat can
be cut from all these programs.
"If we permit our defense to
deteriorate to a point at which Soviet
adventurism can not be deterred or
defeated, the game is up and the
Soviet Union could achieve world
domination. At any cost, that cannot
be risked."
"As a tool for reducing the prospective deficits, the program of tax adjustment can be adjusted." Also the
same common-sense applies to
federal spending. These large
deficits are mostly because of the entitlement programs that have gone
out of control and both Democrats
and Republicans are responsible for
that. We simply are spending too
much on food stamps,school lunches,
healthcare, crop subsidies, educational grants and other programs.
Only political cowardice stands in the
way of making responsible reductions in social programs.
He also states that, "The less imperative defense measures can be
postponed. The Senate will have to
yield some on non-defensive items.
We must meet minimum needs of the
poor, we all understand that, but the
1983 proposed budget is loaded with
fat. The merely desirable social programs must be cut to the bone."
Mr. Kirkpatrick closes with the
statement that he does not see why
the problem of the 1983 budget should
be so hard to resolve.
I heartily agree with this article in
it's entirety.
I have tried to condense this article
someWlift, but I think everyone
would do well to read and study this
commentary in it's complete form.
Maybe then there would be fewer ir- ratlOhat-romMentrabht our budgetfor 1983 and our state of affairs.
Sincerely,
Louise Baker
1550 Canterbury Dr.
Murray, Ky.
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looking back in Murray's past
Ten years ago
Max B. Hurt and Adron Doran had
been named as distinguished alumni
of Murray State University at annual
banquet May 6. Hurt was a member
of 1927 graduating class at Murray
State College.
Elected as officers of Murray High
School Parent-Teacher Association
were Paul Lyons Jr., William Boyd,
Mrs. Nell McCuiston and Max Brandon.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinley Shaw were
to celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on May 13.
Twenty years ago
Sandy Lilly, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. G.T. Lilly, was valedictorian
and Richard Workman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Workman, was
salutatorian of the 1962 graduating
class of Murray High School. Other
honor students included James
Frank Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J.B. Wilson, third, Leah Caldwell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Codie
Caldwell, fourth, and Ann Dunn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Dunn,fifth.
Elected as officers of Murray Lions
Club were Bethel Richardson, James
D. Clopton, Rob Ray, James Rogers,
Bob Melugin, James Thurmond,
W.B. McCuiston and Z.C. Enix.
Thirty years ago
- Murray Lions Club was to sponsor
a bicycle safety campaign May 10 at
Murray High School campus. Kentucky Highway Patrol were to assist.
Deaths reported include Charles
Leslie Ross,73.

Ground beef was listed as selling
for 35 cents per pound in an ad by a
local grocery store.
Forty years ago
"The Tiger," Murray High School
paper, had been selected as a
distinguished newspaper for 1941-42
by judges in Emory UniversityAtlanta Journal Contest, according
to Charles Thompson, student editor.
Myra Bagwell was faculty advisor.
Deaths reported that week include
Miss Pope Erwin, 67, Miss Eva
Hopkins, 50, Toy Wright Nance, 62,
Mrs. Margy Lassiter and Dave M.
Parks,58.
Imogene Linn was valedictorian
and Dorothy Wilson was salutatorian
of the Hazel High School Senior
Class.
The Rev. C.C. Thompson was to
speak and Dr. Ora K. Mason was to
present diplomas at 25th annual commencement exercises of William
Mason Memorial Hospital School of
Nursing.
Over 300 homemakers attended the
Purchase District Federation
meeting May 1 at Lynn Grove High
School. The welcome was by Mrs.
Hansford Doran, Calloway president.
Elected as officers of Hazel High
School Chapter of Future Farmers of
America were Will Frank Steely,
Billie Jo Strader, Tommye Taylor,
W.M. Cunningham, Joe Grogan and
Don Grogan.
Fifty years ago
The faculty, administrative staff
and employees of Murray State College had received two months pay on
May 5. This was first payment the

teachers had received since
December and was a rift in dark
economic skies above Murray for a
few months. It was announced remainder of back salaries would be
available as soon as possible. The
two months were for December and
January.
Deaths reported this week included
Mary Lou Maddox, 14.
Murray Mayor Ed Filbeck and
Murray City Council had announced
May 9-12 as "Clean-Up Week in Murray."
Ronald W. Churchill had been reelected secretary-treasurer of
Funeral Directors of Western Kentucky at meeting in Paducah.
Births reported included twins, a
boy and a girl, to Mr. and Mrs. Print
McReynolds, April 29.
The Epworth League of Goshen
Methodist Church had met in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Ray.

6RAFErri:

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
We admire people who sacrifice
themselves for others, even as we
• •-fihdittem a-bit antral:In her eloquent book Holy the Firm
(Harper, 1977), the prose poet Annie
Dillard meditates on the nature of
God and evil; she compares the person who sacrifices to the wick of a
candle:

When the candle is burning,
who looks at the wick? When
the candle is out, who needs it?
Bat the world- without- light is
wasteland and-chaos, and a life
without sacrifice is
abomination.
Is such self-sacrifice unhealthy or
holy? Is it neurotic or just too difficult?
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datebook

Whitney Gail Parker born
Mr. and Mrs. Max Parker, Rt. 4, are the parents
of a daughter, Whitney Gail, weighing five pounds
nine ounces, measuring 19k4 inches, born Friday,
April 30, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They have two sons,Conrad Wallis, 15, and Zachary
Thomas,IS months.
The mother is the former Gail Treas. The father
is attorney for Calloway County. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Parker and Mr. and Mrs.
H.E. (Jackie) Treas, all of Rt. 7. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Treas,
Kirksey. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Minnie
Thweatt.

Am);Elizabeth Travis born
Mr. and Mrs. David Travis, =5 Edinborough,
announce the birth of a daughter, Amy Elizabeth

3-D!

weighing eight pounds 14 ounces, born Sunday, May
2, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have
another daughter,Kelley Suzanne,214.
The mother is the former Vickie Carmack. The
father is a Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
agent. Grandparents are Harold Travis, Frankfort,
Mrs. Leone Travis, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Grady Carmack, Benton. Great-grandparents are
Freamon Collins, Benton, and Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Phillips, Ohatchee, Ala.

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
The lineup will be as follows: Court One — Barbara Malinauskas, Vicki Miller, Cathy Mattis and
Gaye Haverstock; Court Two — Norma Frank, Annie Knight, Ann Uddberg and Ruth Pickens; Court
Three — Cathy Young, Lana Smith, Nancy Fandrich and Frances Hulse; Court Four — Kay Ray,
Mug Rigsby, Leisa Faughn and Janice Howe.
Substitutes will be Linda Haverstock, Yvonne Hamby and Renee Wynn.
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DOLBY STEREO

7:10,9:10+ 2:00 Sat.,Sun

*Free 3-D Glasses*
Adults...3.S0
Children & Bargain Matinees $2.00
Fri -Sat.-Sun.
Box Office
-7:30

MURRAY A"

,Nutrition Program for
the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels menus for week of
May 10-14 have been
released by Tripp ThurThere's more
man, director of Murraytolove than
Calloway .County Senior
MAKING
Citizens.
Meals are served Mon7.=.
day through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers and each_ Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — sloppy joe,
corn pudding, pickled
beets, hot roll, butter,
fruit pie, apricot, milk,
coffee or tea.
entre' center 753-3314
Tuesday — beef stew,
vegetable sticks, cantaloupe cubes, crackers,
butter, chocolate sheet
7:10,9- 10+ 200SaL,Sun
cake, pineapple, milk,
coffee or tea.
3-D!
Wednesday — western
ITS
omelet, hash browns,
BACK!
green beans, hot roll, butAnd it's...
ter, carrot cake, banana,
COMIN'
milk,coffee or tea.
AT YANA
Thursday — lasagna,
blackeyed peas, cabbage
salad, garlic bread, butter, banana pudding,
orange, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday — roast beef
and gravy, lima beans,
whole carrots, cornbread
dressing, hot roll, butter,
sliced peaches, milk, coffee or tea.

chestnut sit. 753-3314
LATE SI104
si i• t•

Three for Kicks...Not for Kids
theNfairsof
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Community Improvement Volunteers will meet
Tuesday at 4:15 p.m. in office of Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce, according to William D.
Parsons,chairman.

Singles plan meeting
The Singles Class at Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ will have its last regular meeting of this
year on Tuesday, according to Jerry Fulton, coordinator. Regular meetings will resume again on
Sept. 7.

•

"Touch" dancing is coming
back in style for girls and boys
and teen-age boys and girls after
the 1960-70 famine.
"Dancing with boys is okay,"
remarks a 9-year-old girl. "I got
stepped on four times, but I just
said,'Hey, that really hurt!' Then
they got all embarrassed and said,
'Oh gee,I'm really sorry."
Yes, though it was temporarily
sidetracked by the social and
political concerns of the 1960s and
early 1970s, ballroom or "touch"
dancing for youngsters is today
alive and — according to an article in the current issue of Town
and Country magazine — thriving.
In New York, for example, the
fifty-year-old Barclay Class has
not only survived changing times
but has become a flourishing

STARING

RALPH JENKNIS
DEE LOCKOOD
DANELLE CARVER
lieseveed bp
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Saturday, May 8
Calloway County
Chapter of Full Gospel
Business Men's
Fellowship International
will have a dinner
meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
Triangle Restaurant.

nitfeccm Mt+
Storr.ng ALEX ROMAN

•TrOOD•k
•04n1 Sal•
P.a.,' Ma I•Se

Dix:Amid Slop. Cu.
Alurray. Ky.
rasatir".1 44t._AVIA,C4fA4.-1.301.04u

SIRLOIN

Free Slice
Strawberry Pie
For Yaw Special Loth On
Mother's Day.
Good With Porches* of Any Dinner
Sot.3 p.on.to 10 p.m.
AN Doy Sow 11 ..m.-9 p.m.

irlho

a

The Showcase
7634041 121
011.

Or _4, lb

v.p..

_ilk

PRICE
1/2 SALE
On Jearis*
One At Reg. Price Second
At Half Price'

Guys & Dolls
Infants Through Young Juniors

Sois.-Tiiirs:11
Fri. apoil Sot. 11-10
S.im

753-0440 -

Benton Moll
Benton, Ky.

"Now, I love dancing with girls. I
look for attitude. If she acts wild,
it gets you in trouble too."
The girls, too, do not hesitate to
enumerate non-negotiable
demands of male acceptability.
"Boys have to be minimally
prepped-out. No nylon jackets,"
insists a 12-year-old girl who attends the Woodley Dancing Class
in Washington, D.C. "They don't
have to be able to dance, but they
should be able to fake it. They
should not talk about how many
goals they scored."
What then is the preferred topic
of conversation with young
gentlemen'? "They should talk
about going to Florida,"she says.
•••
Murray is going to seem a bit
deserted this next week. The
classes at the University are
finished and most of the students
are gone. We do miss them. They
give our town that certain zing!!
•.•
Sunday is a nice day in our
calendar year — it is Mother's
Day. Don't forget to give your
favorite mother a big kiss and tell
.w much you love her. We
her ho
mothers love for our children to
come home and remember us.

Saturday, May8
Saturday, May 8
Murray Squar-A- Forget-Me-Not Day in
Naders are scheduled to Murray.
dance at 8 p.m. at
Widows supper by MurWoodmen of World Hall.
ray Lodge No. 105 Free
Alcoholics Anonymous and Accepted Masons
and Alanon will meet at 8 will be served at 6:30
p.m. in western portion of p.m.at lodge hall.
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Sunday,May 9
Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin
Activities in Land Between the Lakes will in- Harrell will celebrate
clude Fishing Techniques 60th wedding anniversay
at Woodlands Nature with a reception at ComCenter at 9 a.m. and 1 munity Room, North
p.m.; Lantern Tour at Branch of Peoples Bank,
The Homeplace-1850 at from 2 to 5 p.m. The couple requests guests not
7:30 p.m.
bring gifts.
-Dedication ceremonies
Murray Chapter No. 50
of Disabled American for three facilities• at
Veterans will sponsor Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will start at 2
orilhe iv-1h/
p.m.

I.

Mother's
Day
Special

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N.4th St.

chain. There, little girls in party
dresses custom made by Bowes of
Bond Street and fitted twice yearly at the Carlyle Hotel meet weekly with boys in velvet-edged Harris Tweed coats or blue blazers.
Today's young members learn
to dance and how to carry on a
conversation. As in times past, the
girls wear white gloves --though
fos a reason more prosaic now
than style. "We found that when
we eliminated the gloves,the boys
stopped wanting to dance," explains Barclay owner and dance
master William Thompson."They
give the boy that one little bit of
protection — he doesn't actually
have to touch a girl."
What do the children think of
these classes, which after all can
charitably be described only as
"mother's idea"?
"The first time I went, I was
scared. I thought if I messed up,
the girls would get mad at me,"
says a sixth grader who attends
the Jon. D. Williams Cotillions.

We are pleased
to announce that
Dana Mansfield,
bride-elect of
David Proffitt, has
selected her china,
pottery, flatware
and crystal from
our complete
bridal registry.
Dana and David
will be mailed
June 4.

IAMBOO
BARDEN

• THE EROTIC
ADVENTURES OF

Interagency Council of Murray and Calloway
County will meet Wednesday at 3 p.m. in meeting
room of Calloway County Public Library. Kathy
Hodge, director of public relations at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, will bespeaker.
Gail Cornelison,coordinator, urges any agency or
person involved in helping people in community to
be represented at Wednesday meeting.

Community events listed

Third night of "ten Little Indians" will be
presented by Community
The Ashburton - Theatre at 8 p.m. at Old
Webster Treaty was sign- Freight Depot in Murrayed in 1842 to settle Calloway County Park.
outstanding differences
Registration for sumbetween Canada and the
United States. The treaty mer preschool music
was negotiated by Lord classes at First
shburton and Daniel Presbyterian Church will
ebster. It settled, be from 1 to 4 p.m. at
mong other things, church or call 753-9359 or
disputes on boundaries. 753-5439 for information.

Kim Baker, brideelect of Jimmy
Hale, has selected
her kitchen and
decorating accessories.
Kim and Jimmy
will be married
June 25,1982.

Council to meet at library

by Rainey Apperson

elks

R013IN
11000
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Volunteers will meet

Menus listed
for nutrition
service meals

LOVE

Warning:The Managemert Is Not Responsible
ForWt licre The Sr:men Ends,And)bu Ben!

Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association
of Medical Assi.stants will meet Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. in third floor classroom at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Officers will be installed and committees appointed. Persons desiring more information regarding AAMA may call Carolyn Page at 753-3677.

Tennis group will play

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Cheri & Cine
All Seats S1.50

rrs BACK!
irs BIGGER!
rrs BETTER!
And it's...

Medical assistants to meet

Next To Wolmort
Princeton Ky

Newsy

Olympic Plaza
Murroy. K •

May 10
noon ataPlaagyl:a 's.
Annual banquet of
Murray -Calloway
Chamber of Commerce
will be at 7 p.m. at
University Center
Ballroom, Murray State
University.
Russells Chapel United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 1:30
p.m. at home of Linda
Kelly.
Persons Between Jobs
will be at 10 a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

Monday,May 10
Tuesday,May 11
Recovery, Inc., will
Clubs
Homemakers
at
p.m.
7:30
at
meet
follows:
as
meet
will
Health Center, North
at Western
Seventh and Olive Countryside
at 10 a.m.; Paris
Sizzlin
Streets.
Road with Lydia Sue Collins, Coldwater with
Murray Neighborhood
Mable Fuqua and New
Girl Scout Core will meet
Providence with Dorothy
at 9:30 a.m. at scout
Cook, all at 1 p.m.;
cabin.
Suburban with Sue
Adams at 7 p.m.
Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
Group III of First
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Christian Church CWF
club house.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
of Mrs. Tommy
home
Women
Young
Baptist
of Westside Baptist Marshall.
Church will meet at 7:30
Murray Star Chapter
p.m. at home of Tammy
433 Order of Eastern
No.
ascha.
Pll
Star will meet at 7:30
Mattie Bell Hays Circle p.m.at lodge hall.
of First United Methodist
Alcoholics Anonymous
Church Women will meet
meet at 8 p.m. in
will
church.
at
a.m.
9:30
at
western portion of
Kentucky -Barkley Livestock and Exposition
Bass N'Gals will meet at Center.
7 p.m.at Western Sinlin.
Murray TOPS (take off
Murray Unit of Na- pounds sensibly) Club
tional Hairdressers will will meet at 7 p.m. at
meet at 7 p.m. at Sirloin Heath Center.
Stockade.
Circles of First United
Church
Methodist
Swing,
Porch
Front
ladies barbershop Women will meet as
chorus, will present its follows: Alice Waters
third concert at 7:311 p.m. with Mrs. Willard Alford,
in 01d Recital Hall, Fine Bessie Tucker with Mrs.
Arts Building, Murray H.G. Dunn and
-,14aryleona Frost with
—State University.
Mrs. Jack tardner,all at.,
a.m., and Faith
9:30
Mueray-Calloway
at 2 p.m. at
Doran
Line
County Need
.
church.
Association will meet at
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Mothers given tips to keep feet healthy
May is Foot Health
Month and according to a
recent national survey
conducted on behalf of
the Stride Rite Corporation, mothers believe that
healthy feet are virtually
as important as good vision when it comes to the
well-being of their young
children.
However, that same
survey revealed that
many mothrs are confused about the effect
footwear can have on foot
health, particularly as it
concerns children age six
and under, the years
when feet grow fastest.
"There are some sim-

ple steps that parents can
take to help prevent foot
problems from developing as we approach the
warm, outdoor months,"
advises Deborah Grogan,
Footprints, Inc.,
Southside Manor, Murray.
Make sure your child
wears socks with shoes or
sneakers. Cotton socks do
the best job of absorbing
perspiration which can
build up quickly,
especially in sneakers,
exposing your child to the
risk of athlete's foot and
other infections.
Encourage your child
to wear leather shoes

whenever appropriate
and especially in hot
weather. Leather, unlike
canvas, is porous and
does a much better job of
regulating temperature
inside shoes, keeping feet
cooler and more comfortable when the thermometer soars.
Because young
children's feet often grow
unpredictably, check
their shoes for signs of
wear frequently. Badly
scuffed toes could mean
it's time for the next size
shoe. Irregular wear patterns on heels or soles
might be a sign of
something more serious.

Take your child back to
the store and ask the fitter to check the shoes. If
he can't find the answer,
consult your child's doctor.
Parents who may be
thinking of buying their
children cheap _canvas
sneakers for the summer
months should keep in
mind that most of them
will wear out before they
are outgrown. Also,
almost all inexpensive
sneakers come in full
sizes only and in just one
width, medium. This -D"
width fits about 40 percent of all children. It
doesn't fit the other 60
percent who need a wider

Quaker Oats to purchase game assets
Chicago — The Quaker
Oats Company announced an agreement to purchase all home video
game related assets of
U.S. Games Corporation
of Santa Clara, California.
The assets to be purchased include rights to
subcontract manufacturing sources,
distributing rights, rights
to one game currently in
distribution and several
more games planned for
introduction this year,
trade names and other

minor assets associated
with this game. The price
and terms of the purchase for cash were not
announced.
Under the plan, the new
unit operating as a
wholly-owned subsidiary
of Quaker Oats, under the
name of U.S. Games will
report to Franklyn S.
Barry, Jr., president of
the Fisher-Price Divi-

sion.
U.S. Games, a privately held company, earlier
this year announced
plans to introduce eight
.video games as Atari
compatible cartridges in
1982. Its line is designed
as a full library of games
that offer fun and excitement to the entire family.
The company's first
release to the market,

Space Jockey, is an
action-oriented game
featuring improved
graphics and 16 different
game variations.
The products will continue to sell under the
brand name of Vidtec
through sales representatives and distributors
serving the consumer
electronics market.

Dan Farris aligns from bank

W. Dan Farris, loan officer of the Bank of Murray, recently announced
his resignation from that
position to re-enter
military services, and
complete his retirement
requirements.
Ken Humphreys,
Farris, a native of this
formerly of Murray, has area, is the son of Mrs.
recently been promoted Ada Farris, 1711 Ryan
to sales officer, property Avenue, and the late W.
and casualty and agency L. Farris. A graduate of
development for Federal Murray State University,
Kemper Insurance Com- he received his M. A:
pany, Decatur, Ill., ac- Degree from Webster
cording to John D. College, St. Louis, Mo. He
Strong, president of the is also a graduate of the
company.
Kentticky School of BankAs sales officer, Hum- ing, and the American Inphreys is responsible for stitute of Banking.
Having been involved
property and casualty
sales results of the field in many community prostaff which consists of jects, Farris has serve'd
one hundred field as a member of the
employees and fourteen Downtown Community
hundred independent Improvement Commitagents. Property and
casualty sales in 1981
were in excess of $90
million dollars in the thirteen state operational
area of the company.
Humphreys began his
career with Federal
Kemper in 1974, as a

Humphreys
promoted

W.Dan Farris
tee, a member of the
Board of Directors for
Needline, a member of
the Murray Rotary Club,
member of the Kentucky
and National Auctioneers
Association, and a
member of the Military
Order of the Purple

Heart.
His duties with the
Bank of Murray have included serving as a Commercial Loan Officer,
Credit Card Representative, and Bankruptcy
Administrator.
Upon re-entering the
military, Farris will
serve as assistant professor of Military Science
at Kemper Military
School, Boonville, Mo., in
the Capacity of executive
officer,• adjutant, and instructor.
Joe Dick, president of
the Bank of Murray,
stated "It is with deep
regret that we accept the
resignation of Dan Farris." Many compliments
and good wishes were extended to Farris by bank
employees at a recent
breakfast meeting.
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We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

or narrower shoe.
Remember, fit is the
single most important
feature when buying
shoes for yourself and
your child, regardless of
what you pay for them.
Ill-fitting shoes or
sneakers can cause
lacerations and
callouses, aggravate flat
feet, and in small
children whose bones are
still pliable, they can
even cause foot deformities.
Finally, if the soles of
junior's shoes are getting
very worn, think twice
before heading off to the
shoemaker. The cost of
new soles is certainly less
than new shoes but this
process also tends to
reduce the size of the shoe
and chances are if your
child's feet are growing
at the average rate, you
will have to buy a new
pair long before the resoled shoes wear out.
For more information
on foot health and how to
help ensure the normal
development of your
children's feet, visit your
Wide Rite store.

Marray Ledger & Times
Restaurant
opens in Paris

•

OUR HOUSE RESTAURANT — Restaurant
Manager Frank Hickman greets and seats guests at
Our House Restaurant, 106 Dunlap St.,Paris, Tenn.

PUBLIC WARNING
TO ALL LIFE INSURANCE POLICYOWNERS...
The Murray Association oC.`Life Underwriters, which represents the large majority of life insurance agents in this community, has purchased this newspaper space to
bring a matter of great concern to the attention of owners of life insurance policies
in Western Kentucky.
Many of you may have read the article
that appeared in this newspaper on May 4,
1982, warning life insurance policyowners
about replacement practices already being
used in this area.

•

FIND OUT WHO
YOU'RE DEALING WITH

Polih replacement is frequently
detrimental to policyowners. The agent
who calls and claims he can save you
money — or "make you rich in a, few
years." — by replacing your policy with
another one often misrepresents both your
policy and the policy he is selling.
The Murray Association cannot advise
consumers which insurance program to
purchase, but offers these suggestions to
policy owners who have been urged to
replace their life insurance.
If you are asked to replace a policy,
contact the agent with whom you regularly
do business.

If approached about your policies,
find out who the agent works for, how long
he has been working, what training he has
received, and what sort of license he holds.
_ The term insurance offered to you may
actually be modified whole life. If this is the
case, ask why, if whole life is so
undesirable, he is offering a type of term insurance that is convertible to whole life.
Finally, remember that good life insurance service is more than an agent selling a policy and never seeing the customer
again. If you don't know insurance, know
your agent and his qualifications.

Listed below are the current members of the Murray Association of life Underwriters.

Joe B. Adams
Jesse Arnold
Hugh D. Barksdale
M. Wayne Bennett
Jerry L. Bolls
John Boltz
Ray T. Broach
Terry Broach
G. H. Burkett

Jerry R. Davis
James H. Green
Rose M. Gregory
Don Henry
James R. Jackson
David R. King
R. Adele Kupchella
Robert Lough
Gene Miller
Bobby Joe Nanney

John D. Roberts
Jane H. Rogers
James A. Schwartz
Tim Scruggs
David Travis
Max L. Underwood
Jamie D. Washer
James D. Willoughby
Robert Wittenbarger

Spring Is Bustin'
Out All Over!
r."1-11011#1
or replace fiberglass filters.
Your air-conditioner filter
It'll help your system work
or
should be cleaned
easier and more efficiently.
replaced when it becomes
dirty. A dirty, clogged filter
puts a strain on your system
and causes it to use more
energy. Check your filter
frequently.
During the cooling season,
clean alumini im mesh filters
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And so are

Kopperud Realty Signs
phone 753-1222 for professional
service in selling your home.
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_ If you are advised to buy term and invest the difference, find out if the investment returns are guaranteed or are
estimated. Your present agent or company
normally can offer similar products if
replacement is, in fact, in your best interest.

MURRAY ASSOCIATION
OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS

Our House Restaurant'
W.Dan Farris
Ken Humphreys
Footprints
"

_Make sure the comparison statement
you get is accurate. Let your present agent
verify it!

POLICY REPLACEMENT
CAN BE DETRIMENTAL

Congratulations

Ken Humphreys
regional sales manager
in Murray and Western
Kentucky. In 1977, he was
promoted to assistant
state manager for Kentucky - Tennessee - Indiana and in 1978 he was
promoted to Sales
Manager for Agency
Operations in the company home office,
Decatur, Illinois. In 1980,
Humphreys was named
Marketing Administration Manager and he was
serving in that position
until being named Sales
Officer.
Humphreys is a
graduate of Murray State
University where he
received a Bachelors
Degree in 1966 and the
Masters in 1977. Ken, his
wife Mary and daughters,
Kelley and Julie reside in
Decatur. Mary is
employed as a Business
Education teacher in the
Mt. Zion, IlL, school
Systern.
Humphreys is the son
of Mrs. Paul Humphreys
and the late Paul Humphreys of North 20th
Street, Murray.

Our House Restaurant,
Dunlap St., Paris,
Tenn., is "an experience
in elegant and gracious
dining," accotding to
owner Jerry Joyner and
manager Frank
Hickman.
The new restaurnant,
located in an older home
in Paris, features
Chicken A'La King,
Chicken Kiev, Ham
Divan, Cornish Hen, Filet
Mignon, Shrimp Creole,
Shrimp Bayou, Crab
Legs, Lobster Newburg
and Beef Stroganoff. Entries are served with
soup, salad, two
vegetables, dessert and a
beverage.
There are fresh flowers
at each table and lighted
candles.
Dinner is served by appointment .only from 6
p.m. to 11 Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights.
It is open Monday and
Tuesday for parties of six
or more.
For more information
about Our House
Restaurant or to make an
appointment, call (901)
644-1615.
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Recent rain means CCHS
must be having track meet

TIGER TRACK TEAM — Members of the 1962
Murray High boys track team are (front row kneeling from left) George Moore, Chris Fazi, Randy
Halley, Ken Murphy, Jeff Cartwright, Andy Parks,
Tommy Wagner, (standing from left) coach Jim

Harrell, Shawn McClure, Steve Byer, Steve
McDougal, Jay Hayed, Barry Wyatt, Mark
Mayfield, Kenny Denham, Dwayne Gammons and
Ross Bolen.

LADY TIGER TRACK TEAM — Members of the
1982 Murray High girls track team include (seated
from left) Tracey Borge, Vonnie Hays, Gina
Shipley, Joy Hina, Leslie Thompson, Rebekah
Brock, Leslie Franklin, Kathryn Jones, Carol
Beaman, Mary James, Tronda Parrish, (standing

from left) coach John Hina, Kim Tharpe, Tina
Swift, Brenda Crittendon, Mary Grasty, Ann Harcourt, Sheri Swift, Michele Hounshell, Kelly
Thomas, Diana Ridley, Cindy Williams, Melanie
Roos,and coach Wanda Gough.

Judging from the rain
that cropped up recently,
one would have to figure
a car had just been washed or Calloway County
was hosting another
• track meet.
A person would probably be right on both
counts.
For sure, the second
assumption would be
true. Calloway County is
hosting the regional track
meet today. Events
began at 9 a.m., but the
work behind the meet
started way before then.
"Seems like we've been
working night and day for
the past week or two getting ready for this," a
busy Jim Nix paused to
say Friday afternoon.
"Putting up tables, painting lines, getting
everything ready ...
there's more to it than
you can imagine."
Nix, whose CCHS boys
team will be competing in
the Class AA bracket, is
the meet director responsible for the 37 teams attending today's events.
Fourteen Class AA
• boys and girls teams
along with 11 Class A
• girls squads and 12 Class
A boys squads are
scheduled to compete today. •
And after the final race
is run and the last field
event finished, Nix, CCHS
girls coach Sue Outland,
and all the meet officials
and workers deserve a
blue ribbon for all their
hard work.

Murray State sophomore,
will be travelling to
Baltimore next week to
compete in the national
collegiate bowling championships and strangely
enough, he'll have a
homecourt (home-lane?)
advantage of sorts.
Only two bowling
facilities in the nation
have the same synthetic
lanes and latest
technological advances
being used by the inter-collegiate championship
bowlers — the center in
Baltimore and the recently constructed eight-lane
facility at Murray State.
According to Jim
Bauer, MSU facility
director, Brunswick and
AMF alternate each year
in providing the facilities
for the national collegiate
championships and the
Master's Bowling Tournament, held at the same
site.
This year was
Brunswick's turn and
coincidentally, the MSU
facility was furnished
with all of the manufacturer's latest equipment.
Villanueva will still
have 31 other regional
winners from across the
nation to contend with,
but maybe the familiar
surroundings will be all
the edge he'll need to succeed. The top collegiate
bowler will be granted,
spot on the United States
team in the AMF World
Cup competition in October.
• • •
• • •
Murray women are beAlex Villanueva, a ing urged to attend Mon-

Hot Lendl ousts Purcell, 6-2, 6-2, in WCT T of C
By Bob Greene
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Jose-Luis Clerc makes no
prediction on his
semifinal battle with Ivan
Lendl, but he knows
who's going to win Sunday's final in the $500,000
WCT Tournament of
Champions at the West
Side Tennis Club.
"The one that wins the
match today between
Clerc and Lendl ) will win
the tournament," the
third-seeded Clerc said.
The semifinal between

the Argentinian and the
second-seeded Lend! is a
classic clay-court duel
between two strong,
hard-hitting righthanders.
Although Clerc holds a
career advantage in their
battles, the
Czechoslovakian has won
the last two meetings, including the finals of a
WCT event in Houston
three weeks ago when
Clerc retired.
"I think I play better
now than at Houston,"
Clerc said. "I have more

matches on clay) and
more concentration
now."
Today's other semifinal
sent top-seeded John
McEnroe against Eddie
Dibbs, the defending
champion, who is seeded
10th this year.
Sunday's final will be
nationally televised by
ABC-TV, as was today's
McEnroe-Dibbs
semifinal.
The winner of this 61player champions-only
tournament will receive
$100,000 and a fur coat

valued at $43,000, while
the runner-up pockets
$40,000.
Clerc advanced to the
semis with a 6-2, 6-0 drubbing of Peruvian Pablo
Arraya, the last remaining unseeded player in
the event. Lendl continued his blitz with a 6-2,
6-2 demolition of
12th-seeded Mel Purcell.
McEnroe, playing his
best match of the week,
ousted No. 11 John Sadri
6-3, 6-3, while Dibbs toppled sixth-seeded Brian
Teacher 6-2, 7-6.

Four Seasons Nursery

Try Our Delicious Fried Chicken
We Except Competitors Coupons
Group Rates On Large Orders

Hwy. 1824 Almo, Ky.(Old Hwy.641)

Treat Mom To A
Banana Split
Sat. or Sun. For $1.25

Mother's Day
Specials
79c
Geraniums

fifth and seventh games
of the second set.
It took only 55 minutes
for Lendl to defeat
Purcell. Lendl defeated
Damir Keretic of West
Germany in 65 minutes,
took 58 minutes to top
West Germany's Werner
Zirngibl and 40 minutes to
demolish 13th-seeded
Hans Gildemeister of
Chile.
McEnroe's victory
was, as usual, embroiled
in controversy.
At one point, McEnroe,
who has not won this tournament in three tries,
asked the umpire to quiet
the crowd. Sadri, loud
enough for everyone in
the stadium to hear, toll
McEnroe to stop his antics.

1890's Ice
Cream Parlor

Hanging Baskets
Bedding Plants-Tomato-Pepper
Plants-

32 Flavors Handdipped
Open
10-10 Mon.-Thurs.
10-11 Fri.-Sat.
11:30-9 Sun.

Trees-Plus Nice Selection of Shrubs
Mon.-Sat. 8-5:30

Lendl has dominated
the tour this year, winning 87 of his last 90 matches. Since the U.S. Open
last year, Lendl has
reached the finals in 17
straight tournaments,
winning 14. His only
losses have been to
Guillermo Vilas of Argentina — twice — and to
Yannick Noah of France.
Against Purcell, Lendl
once again was
devastating. Purcell
could hold serve only in
the first and fifth games
of the first set and the

Sun. 1-5:00

OUR HOUSE RESTAURANT

Dixieland Center
On Chestnut
753-3604

•

Lunches, Bridal Luncheons,
Rehearsal Dinners, Private
Luncheons For 12 or More
106 Dunlap,Paris,Tn.
CaU 101444-1615
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day's softball meeting at
7 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County
Ballpark Complex, field
No.2. The women's
league is struggling to attract enough players to
support a summer program and anyone interested is invited to attend the meeting.
Any church, business
or individual interested in
sponsoring a squad is also
invited. Teams needing to
fill up their rosters should
attend the meeting
because individuals will
be there looking for openings.
Entire teams need not
attend if a representative
can make it. The important thing is to attend-and
support the women's
league.
•

•

•

There's a lady with
Murray ties, who,
although never a great
athlete, is currently a
runner of tremendous fortitude and determination.
One of the "born again
athletes" springing up all
over America, she only
seriously started running
during her mid-life years
and she's stuck with it.

Beginning as a onemile fun run participant
at scheduled 10-kilometer
races (6.2 miles), she's
worked her way up to
running in the 10-K races
herself and she aspires to
compete in a marathon
someday.
She may never win a
first-place trophy, may
never finish with a worldrecord time, but with
each event she attempts
she earns more and more
of this sportswriter's
respect.
The fact that she's
become a runner when a
lot of people are considering slowing down,is hardly unusual. She's always
had the drive and desire
and strength to be a corn-,
petitor — I know because
she instilled the same
qualities in me.
And even if she'd never
laced a pair of Pumas or
tried on a sweat-suit,
she'd still be tops on my
list. She's my mother and
Sunday, although I won't
be with her, I'll be thinking of her and all she's
done for me.
Think of your mom,
too. Remember her on
Mother's Day.-

76ers bomb Bucks,
win Eastern series
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
Point guard Maurice
Cheeks scored 26 points
and directed a relentless
fast break, leading
Philadelphia to a 102-90
victory over the
Milwaukee Bucks Friday
night to capture their National Basketball
Association semifinal
playoff series.
Andrew Toney added 17
points for the 76ers, who
won the best-of-seven
Eastern Conference
series 4 to 2.
The 76ers advance to
the conference championship series against the
Boston Celtics, starting
Sunday in Boston. The
Western Conference
championship series also
begins Sunday with San
Antonio at Los Angeles.
Mickey Johnson led the
Bucks with 23 points. AllStar guard Sidney Moncrief, playing with a
sprained right hand, was
held to nine.
Cheeks, who sank six of
his first seven shots,

scored five points in the
early minutes of the second half as the 76ers
stretched a nine-point
halftime lead to 55-43.
Moncrief, who had
missed four of his first
five shots, sank a long
jumper and Brian
Winters added a pair
from long range to help
the Bucks pull to within
four points.
But Cheeks scored on a
drive and on a breakaway layup and the 76ers
regained a nine-point
spread at 66-57 with 4:42
left in the third quarter.
Two free throws by
Toney and dunks by Bobby Jones and Julius Erring made it 72-59 with 2:50
left in the period. It was
76-66 at the end of the
quarter, as the Bucks
made only seven of 23
shots in the quarter
against the 76ers'
pressure defense.
The Bucks scored only
14 points, 12 by Johnson,
and sank only six of 17
field-goal attempts in the
second quarter.
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TWO EXCITING NIGHTS
To Introduce Our Ceiling Fan Display Featuring
Over 18 Different Fans In Our Showroom
•

This 52" Fan
Starts At Only

$995
WHOLESALE
• ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.
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206£. Main 753-8194

Dr. Tom Wallace, Pastor of
the Beth Haven Baptist
Church, Louisville, KY., wiV
be preaching at the Eastwood
Baptist Church, Hwy.94 East,
Murray, KY.
Date: May 10& 11
Time: 7 p.m.
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Evansville cager
signs with Racers
Derek Lindauer, the
two-time city scoring
champion in Evansville,
In., has signed a national
letter-of-intent to play
basketball at Murray
State University.
Lindauer, a 6-3 guard
from Central High
School, averaged 22.8
points as a junior and 22.9
points his senior season.
He connected on 56.0 percent of his field goal attempts and his senior
year recorded a onegame scoring high of 41
points in the final game of
his prep career.
A two-time all conference selection in
both basketball and
baseball, Lindauer was a
third-team all-state
choice in basketball his
senior season.
"He can shoot the eyes
out of it," said Central
coach John Wessel. "He
was a marked man this
season,..gperating against
special defenses to stop
him and he overcame it
all. He's always capable
of that big night offensively."

Lindauer, who served
as team captain last year
in basketball, represents
the fourth Central High
product added tq the
Racer program over the
past four seasons and ill
join Walt Davis next year
as Central alumni on the
MSU roster.
"We feel he's one of the
finest shooters to come
out of southern Indiana in
several years," said Murray State coach Ron
Greene. "His long-range
shooting will be a
valuable dimension to
combat zone defenses. He
is also a complete player
with good size for a
backcourt position."
Lindauer joins 6-4
Craig Jones (Kankakee
Community College), 6-9
Ben Matlock (Warren
Central High), 6-5
Lawrence Ingram (North
Iowa Community College), 6-1 James Preston
(Delta Community College), and 6-7 David
Youngblood (Southern Illinois transfer) as
newcomers to next year's
Murray State roster.

SCOREBOARD
Pro baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
Boston
II
9
.667
Detroit
16 10
.615
Pt
Milwaukee
14 10
.513
2's
Baltimore
10 14
.417
6's
Cleveland
10 14
417
64
Toronto
10 15
.400
7
New York
. 9 15
.375
Pi
Western Division
Chicago
15
9
625
California
17 II
.607 Oakland
16 12
.571
1
Kansas City
14 11
.560
l's
Seattle
14 15
483
Ps
Minnesota
10 19
.345
VI
Texas
7 16
304
7,9
Friday's Games
Toronto 6, Kansas City 4
Texas 1. Boston 0
Milwaukee 4. Minnesota 1
Chicago 11. Detroit 5
Baltimore S. California 3
Seattle S. New York!
Cleveland IS, Oakland 6
Saturday's Games
Kansas City Frost 3-1 , at Toronto
_
Chicago Lamp 2,
01 at Detroit Petry
3-2i
Minnesota Felton 0-31 at Milwaukee
(Caldwell 1-2)
Cleveland ( Barker 3-11 at Oakland
1 Norris 2-2)
Boston 4 Rainey 2-In at Texas
, Matlack 0-1 I. n
Baltimore I Flanigan 1-31 at California i Witt 24or Zahn 4-1 ). nt
New York I Guidry 3-1 I at Seattle
Beattie 0-2 t, Int
Sunday's Games
Chicago at Detroit
Kansas City at Toronto
Minnesota at Milwaukee
Boston at Texas
Baltimore at California

Cleveland at Oakland
New York at Seattle,in)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
St Louis
la 10
643
Montreal
12 II
.522
New York 13 14
.481
Philadelphia
II 14
.440
Pittsburgh
10 ,/1
.417
Chicago
9 18
333
Western Division
Atlanta
19
I
704
San Diego
15 10
600
Los Angeles
14 13
1;19
Cincinnati
12 14
462
San Francisco 12 15
444
Houston
12 16
429
Friday's Games
Chicago 12, Houston 6
Cincinnati S. Pittsburgh 0
I,os Angeles 6. Montreal 2
New York 3. San Francisco 2
Philadelphia 5.San Diego 2
Atlanta 6, St Louis 3.10 innings

3,
2
5',
6
8',

3
5
6',
7,
7

Saturday's Games
-12islingeres(-Moron 141 at Montreal
(Gullickson 2-I
San Francisco iHolland 2-3) at New
York1Scott 2-21 . .
Houston LI Nuekro 3-1) at Chicago
I Noles 3-11
San Diego iMontefusco. 1-31 at
Philadelphia Ruthven 0-3), in t •
Pittsburgh 1Solomon 1-31 at Cincinnati i Berenyi 4-1), i n1
Atlanta P.Niekro 1-0t at St Louis
Anduiar 3-2 t. nt
Sunday's Games
I.os Angeles at Montreal
San Francisco at New York
San Diego at Philadelphia
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
Atlanta at St.Louis
Houston at Chicago

Hockey playoffs
National Hockey League
Playoffs At A Glance
Conference Finials
Best of Seven
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Tuesday, April 27
Vancouver 2, Chicago 1.201
Thursday,April 21
Chicago 4, Vancouver
Saturday, May 1
Vancouver 4, Chicago 3
Tuesday,May 4
Vancouver 5, Chicago 3
Thursday's Game
Vancouver 6, Chicago 2, Vancouver
wins senes 4-1
WALES CONFERENCE
Tuesday,April 37
N.Y. Islanders 4, Quebec 1
Thursday,April 21
N.Y. Islanders 5,Quebec!
Saturday,May 1
N.Y.Islanders 5, Quebec 4,OT

Tuesday,May 4
N Y Islanders 4, Quebec 2. Islanders
?win series 4-0
FINALS
Best of Seven
Saturday's Game
Vancouver at N.Y Islanders, in
Tuesday's Game
Vancouver at N Y Islanders. n )
Thursday, May i3
N. V Islanders at Vancouver, n
Saturday, May 15
NY. Islanders at Vancouver. n
Tuesday, May IS
Vancouver'at N.Y. Islanders, n
needed
Thursday, May MI
N.Y. Islanders at Vancouver, in) if
needed
Saturday,Kiln
Vancouver at N Y. Islanders, n if
needed

Pro basketball
National Basketball Association
CONFERENCE FINALS
Playoffs At A Glance
Best ofSeven
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Eastern Conference
Best ofSeven
Sunday's Game
Eastern Conference
Philadelphia at Boston
Saturday,May 1
Wednesday's Game 12
Boston 92, Washington 63
Philadelphia at Boston, n
Milwaukee 92, Philadelphia 91
Saturday, May 15
Sunday.May 2
Boston at Philadelphia
Boston 103,*ashington 99,20T
Sunday, May 16
Philadelphia 100, Milwaukee 93
Boston at Philadelphia
Wednesday,May 5
Wednesday,May HI
Boston 131, Washington 126, Boston
Philadelphia at Boston, in), it
wins series,4-1
necessary
Milwaukee 110, Philadelphia fa
Friday, May 21
Friday's Game
Boston at Philadelphia
n
Philadelphia 102, Milwaukee 90, necessary
Philadelphia wins series 4-2
Sunday, May 23
Western Conference
Philadelphia at Boston. TBA, if
necessary
Tuesday.April 27
Los Angeles 115, Phoenix 96
Western Conference
San Antonio 95, Seattle 93
Senday's Game
San Antonio at LosAngeles
Wednesday,April MI
I,os Angeles 117, Phoenix 90
Tuesday's Game
San Antonio at 1,os Angeles, n
Seattle 114,San Antonio 99
Friday, May 14
Friday,April 31
Los Angeles at San Antonio, in
San Antonio 99. Seattle 97
•
Los Angeles 114, Phoenix DS
Saturday, May 15
Ion Angeles at San Antonio, n
Sunday,May 2
San Antonio 115.Seattle 113
Tuesday, May HI
San Antonio at Los Angeles, mi, if
Los Angeles Ill. Phoenix 107, Los
necessary
Angeles wins series 44
Friday, May 21
Wednesday,May 5
Las Angeles at San Antonio, n t, if
San Antonin 109, Seattle. 103, San Annecessary
tonio wins series 4-1

Summer Youth Program
expands soccer camps
Two .soccer camps of
ond week each will be offered at Murray State
University this' summer
as part of the annual
Summer Youth Program
on the campus.

SOCCER TALK - Lee Barron (right), director of intramurals and club
sports at Murray State, will again be the director and head instructor for two
summer soccer camps on the campus as part of the Summer Youth Program.
Barron is shown discussing technique with a youngster at the 1981 summer
soccer camp.

Lee Barron, camp
director and head instructor, said the soccer
camp has been expanded
to two weeks because of
the success and popularity of the 1981 camp. Dates
are June 21-26 for ages 7
through 10, and June 27July 2 for ages 11 through
17.,„
Each camp will meet
six days from 8:30 a.m. to

LOS ANGELES AP) of deliberation by the
- A legal decision that panel, which had receivapparently will allow Al ed the case Thursday
Davis and the Oakland afternoon.
Raiders to move to Los
Davis, the Raiders'
Angeles also leaves in its managing general partwake more questions ner, said afterward that
than answers.
he was not sure when the
When the National team would move,saying
Football League team that was "up to the atwill be able to move to torneys and what hapLos Angeles is uncertain. pens in the courtroom."
Also unanswered is the But he added, "there's
question of the legal deci- always a chance" that
sion's effect on the NFL the Raiders could play in
- and other pro sports the Los Angeles Coliseum
leagues.
by next season.
A federal court jury of
NFL Commissioner
six women declared Fri- ,Pete Rozelle was conday that the NFL had no cerned with the ruling's
right to bar Davis from effect on the league and
switching his. Raiders perhaps other pro sports.
from Oakland to Los
"If the jury's verdict
Angeles.
and related rulings of the
The verdict in the court are sustained,
retrial of the antitrust sports leagues will have
suit brought by the been told that league obRaiders and the Los jectives and community
Angeles Coliseum Com- commitments are of no
mission against the NFL 'legal consequence in ancame after just 5 1 2 hours titrust cases," Rozelle

said. "The long-range effects could include a
serious erosion of the
competitive balance that
makes sports entertaining."
He also said the verdict
"could invite new internal and external
challenges to virtually
every position of the NFL
constitution and bylaws."
Davis contended the
decision would have little
impact on the league.
"It won't hurt the NFL
one bit if we bring this
rule - as we brought the
draft and we brought the
compensation rule - in
conformity with the rules
of this country," Davis
said.
Davis was referring to
the rule that prohibits
franchise shifts without
the permissions of threefourths of the league's
teams.
Immediately following
the decision, attorneys

Playoff picture turns frowns
into smiles for Vancouver
UNIONDALE, N.Y.
CAP) - For 11 years,
there Was nothing but
frustration and the long
summers which come
with early -playoff
removal. Or worse, not
making the playoffs at
all.
The history of the Vancouver Canucks has read
like a "How Not To"
hockey guide. Until, that
is, they added a gritty little goaltender with a
track record as a winner;
a coaching staff
dedicated to covering all
possibilities, and a roster
of players who believe in
themselves.
Tonight, the 12th version of the Vancouver
Canucks begins the final
trek toward hockey's Holy Grail ... the Stanley
Cup.
Standing in their way is
an awesome obstacle: the
two-time defending National Hockey League
champion New York
Islanders. The Islanders,
who finished atop the
overall standings, were
41 points ahead of No. 11
Vancouver in the regular
season. But they haven't
been any more impressive than Vancouver
in the postseason.
The Canucks were 11-2
through their first three
playoff series, the first
three they'd ever won.
They swept Calgary in a
three-game opening
round, took Los Angeles
in a five-game quarterfinal and Chicago in five
in the semis to capture
the Campbell Conference
championship.
"Everybody here has a

%
20
STORE WIDE

OFF

SALE
GUYS & DOLLS
Infants Through Young Juniors
Next To Walmart
Princeton, Ky.

••••

Barron, who is the
director of intra m ura Is
and club sports at Murray State, is a former professional soccer play with
experience playing for
the Cleveland Cobras and
the Port Vole Soccer Club
in England.
Barron, who has been
instructing at youth
camps since 1972,said the
soccer camps will stress
basic skills, personal instruction and physical
development.

The cost of the camp is
$60, which includes a soccer ball, a camp shirt and
instruction.
Interested persons are
encouraged to apply as
soon as possible, according to Barron, since
space will be limited in
each camp to ensure a
quality experience for
participants.
Anyone wishing additional information or an
application form may
write or call: Summer
Youth Program, Sparks
Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, telephone (502) 7624229.

-•
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Jury rules Raiders'proposed move to Los Angeles okay

right to be happy after 12
years," said goaltender
Richard Brodeur, the
main reason the Canucks
have made their startling
run to the finals.
"Everyone's sky high
right now and it will be a
while before everyone
comes back down.
"Our goal right now is
to go to New York and
win at least one game
there against the
Islanders. We're the
underdogs, but we still
think we can win."
With Brodeur in the
nets, they've done almost
nothing but win for the
past six weeks, going
unbeaten in their last
nine in the regular
season. Brodeur, who
played two games for the
Islanders in 1979-80, went
to Vancouver for a fifthround draft pick in October 1980. He led his Cornwall junior team to the
Memorial Cup in 1972 and
the Quebec Nordiques,
whom he was with for
seven seasons, to the
World Hockey Association crown in 1977.

Tonight, the Canucks
share the ice with a team
seeking to become the
first United States-based
franchise to win three
straight Stanley Cups.
The Islanders are heavily
favored to do just that

with a playoff-tested cast
led by Mike Bossy, Bryan
Trottier, Bill Smith and
Denis Potvin. In comparison, the Canucks are
like babes in the
wilderness.
-The Islanders are a
good team but we're wellbalanced and we'll be
tough," said Brodeur.
"Nobody on this team has
ever played on a Cup
team. The Islanders will
have the experience but
we'll have the desire.
We've come a long way."

for the plaintiffs filed a another legal action filed Calif.; Miaja Haukka, a
written motion asking in Oakland by the NFL.
housewife from Van
federal Judge Harry
After the ruling Friday, Nuys; June Rosa Schlee,
Pregerson to grant a per- Rozelle said .the league a housewife from
manent injunction pro- plans to ask for "an ex- Barstow; Joyce Jordan,a
hibitng the league from pedited appeal at the first postal employee from
blocking the move in any opportunity." He said the San Luis Obispo County;
manner.
league would appeal all Barbara Plasier, a bank
NFL attorney Patrick the way to the U.S. clerk from Los Angeles,
Lynch said there was no Supreme Court if and Ada Williams, a
way the league can take necessary.
housewife from Compton.
steps presently to stop the
The commissioner also
Pregerson has inRaiders from moving, mentioned the league's structed them not to talk
but said that, until an in- hopes to get an antitrust about the trial until after
junction is issued, the exemption from the U.S. they rule on the damages
league is not obligated to Congress, such as major next fall.
schedule games against league baseball now has.
The attorneys for the
the Raiders in Los
The Los Angeles Col- plaintiffs apparently sucAngeles.
iseum, which initially ceeded in convincing the
The trial was the se- sued the NFL in 1978 - jurors that Davis, acting
cond of the case. The first .shortly after the Los in the spirit of free comended in a hung jury, 8-2 Angeles Rams announced petition, had the right to
in favor of the Raiders, plans to move to nearby move his club wherever
last August. A unanimous Anaheim - and was join- he wished. The second
verdict was needed.
ed by the Raiders the issue stemmed from
In the second trial, following year, had asked Davis' claim that he had
Pregerson instructed the $53 million in damages received implied consent
panel to render two ver- from the league and the from the league in 1980
dicts - whether the NFL Raiders asked $160 that he could move the
violated antitrust law by million. Both sums could team.
blocking the Raiders' be tripled.
The verdict came after
proposed move and
The same jury of six 23 days of court sessions.
whether the league had will return to court on The initial trial of the suit
violated implied faith and Sept. 20 to determine the spanned 55 days, and the
fair dealing with the amount of damages to be jury deliberated 12,A2
Raiders.
awarded.
days before declaring it
A verdict for the
The jury consists of could not reach a verdict.
Raiders on either point foreman Patricia This time, Pregerson
,would have opened the Hollowell, a retired gave each side a 40-hour
door for them to move, secretary from .Creston, time limit for testimony.
and the six jurors ruled
unanimously in their te••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
favor on both issues.
•
•
•
Travel
your
▪
Reservation
For
all
Coll
s
The focus of the trial •
was NFL rule 4.3, which
•
requires that threefourths of the league's
team owners approve any
franchise transfer. In
1980, the owners voted 220, with five abstentions, •
•epresenting
against- the Raiders' •
Internatio
American
•
nal Traveltime
and
move. Davis tried ,to •
•
move the club anyway, •
but was stopped by ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4

•▪ Marjorie and Bill Major
•
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GOOD DEAL.
ni ring(nu special sale, the chok c is up to you.
Like the Slit) off or the free grass catcher
Either
way, it's an already g HAI deal
made even better.
Our mowers have fi%
speed transmissions, pivot
am front axles. floating
skeks and are P mcrcd
by synchro•balanced
Brims.Si-St ratu on
engines They're built
U nigh. lii handle
u nigh chores But still give
your lawn .1 stitixith. more even cut.
Come on by and see the gixitt deals for yourself
But hurry inontre

Harrell's Farm & Home Supply
Calloway County's Complete Farm Supply Store

Hwy. 94 E.

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.

•aa. ar.
a'

Chevrokt

Chevrolet

Buy a new Hahn mower,
get $150 off or a free grass catcher.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
f4•I

"t•rA

_
S10 Pick-Ups
Now In Stock

WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLE
641 S.
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS ' GM1
53-2617
Murray
11111241011AL MCrTnlltS PARTS DIVIA0114

753-7862

Murray

Chemist

Blanket
for Summer?

•

Benton Moll
Benton, Ky.

12:30 p.m., with the exception of Sunday, June
27, when the session will
be from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m.

You bet Blankets of
insulation will provide
protection from summer heat
and high air-conditioning bills
When installed in your attic,
insulation helps keep heat inside
your house dunng winter
months but also helps keep
heat outside your
house during
summer months

01 course, the best way to save energy IS to
turn oft the air-conditioner and open the
windows But since you
can't always count on a
cool summer breeze.
reduce your airconditioning costs by
fully insulating and
weatherizing your
home

IT'LL
SAVE

O

VE

-

iv4 West Ky. Rural Electric Coop-Corp.
rTay

534341

4

•

•
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fins & feathers

tiaturrla‘. Ma,8.1982
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Ifishin line
I hope most of you folks
have been able to get out
and catch some fish.
Nearly everyone I saw
this week, had some crappie and catfish. They
were in the shallow bank
brush from daylight till
dark, but most of the
crappie were on the move
from shallow to medium
deep.
This caused a lot of
frustration because one
couple had some very
nice slabs they caught in
this type area and
another party tried
fishing the same way and

WINNING FIRST place in Second Annual Buddy
Crappie Festival at Paris Landing State Park May
I were, top photo, Buddy and Wanda Boyd. Their
nephew, Jeremy Darnell, appeared on the scene to
check the fish catch. Placing third in the festival
were, bottom photo, Phillip Darnell and Stanley
Darnell.

companied by an ABC
camera crew, American
fly-fishing expert Arthur
Lee, a contingent of
Secret Service agents and
Quebec provincial police
officers.
The taping will take
place on the Matapedia
River on the Gaspe
Peninsula June 21-26, an
ABC spokesman said.

Jim Fain's Shelter Insure nce
Located On
r
New Concord
oTER
SHEL
Hwy. Murray
SHIELD

MELD OF SISTER

FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP) — Most Kentucky
lakes are warming up
and clearing because of
the good weather. The
state gave this rundown
of fishing prospects:
Kentucky — Crappie
slow on minnows and
jigs, scattered from
shoreline brush to 18 feet
deep; below dam catfish
good on cutbait, white
bass good on spinners and
jigs; clear, stable at summer pool,64 degrees...
Barkley — Crappie
slow to fair in bushes and
10 to 12 feet deep over
submerged cover; below
dam catfish fair and
white bass slow; clear,
stable at summer pool,
64.
Rough River — Crappie
good 4 to 5 feet deep
fishing minnows over
submerged cover; black
bass slow to fair casting
surface lures and scattered around lake; clear,
stable at 11,2 feet below
summer pool,64.
Nolin — Crappie fair on
minnows and jigs around
treetops and driftwood
cover near creek channels and heacig-at coves;
black bass fair on topwater lures early and
late; clear, stable'at summer pool, 70.

Barren — Crappie good
4 feet deep near submerged cover; black bass slow
on crankbaits, catfish
fair; in tailwaters crappie good; clear, stable at
summer pool, 70.
Green — Crappie excellent fishing minnows 3
to 8 feet deep around
submerged cover and
along shallow banks;
black bass good on
crankbaits and spinner
baits; clear to murky, rising slowly at 4 feet below
summer pool,66.
Herrington — Bluegill
good along deep banks in
lower lake on mealworms
or crickets; crappie fair
fishing minnows 10 to 12
feet deep around cover in
creek channels; black
bass fair to good casting
surface lures and fishing
nightcrawlers at night;
clear, stable at 1 foot
below summer pool,64.
Cumberland — Crappie
fair in upper lake and fair
to good in lower lake 15 to
20 feet deep around
treetops in creeks and
coves; black bass 'fair
casting spinnerbaits and
jig and rind across
shallows points with
some night bass fishing
as well; white bass fair in
upper lake; in tailwaters

Everyone's Going To

Next To
Lyon's Electric
Mon. Fri.
8-5

Country Crossroads
in Hardin Ky.

0110 753-0632

-•
CAR TRUCK BOAT MOTOR CAMPER

FINANCING
KEY AUTO
PARTS
BUYER

Dale Hollow —Crappie
fair 2 to 4 feet deep
around willows; white
bass fair on sipinnees and
jigs in tributaries; black
bass slow fishing large
minnows around,, rocky
points; clear, falling
slowly at 1 foot below normal pool,69.
Laurel — Trout good on
worms, cheese and corn
fishing tieep; black bass
fair casting spinnerbaits
and surface lures in inlets
and bays; bluegill slow on
crickets and worms;
clear, stable at 1 foot
below power pool, 68.
Cave Run —Crappie
very good on minnows 12
to 16 feet deep around
submerged cover and 3 to
4 feet deep around
stickups; black bass slow
on crankbaits; musky
slow over channels;
clear, stable, at 1 foot
below summer pool, 70.
Grayson — Crappie
slow still fishing minnows
around stickups; black
bass slow off rocky
points; clear, stable at
summer pool,63.
Dewey — Crappiefair 6
to 8 feet deep around
stickups; catfish good on
live bait, black bass fair
on crankbaits and surface lures along deep
banks in inlets and bays;
clear to murky, rising
slowly at 1 12 feet below
summer pool,64.
Fishtrap — Crappie
slow around stickups;
clear, stable at 4 feet
below summer pool,67.

We At Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Invite
Everyone
To Stop By
And Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Garden Needs.

753-5500
515 S 4TH ST , MURRAY

0

111111
SPORTING GOODS

Bag Fertilizer
6-24-24 $205 ohm,
5-20-20 $189 (it°.
510-15 $180 •ton

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9

Sunday 1-5
41b.

411K NISOc >OW illre 4.0 >We.astel

:# Murray ,Oait
, Co.:#
!Wholesale '';:--c2'/'
ti
Retail 04
w
For All Your Fishing
Needs

it

$

Serving The lakes For 30 Years

r, Hwy. 94 East- - - •
Murray, Ky. 4As2i071
Ibleullet ARK Aillw -

Phone i
502-7c.?-5693
:
Mx AsS,ASO:4

There is a difference! Ask

neighbors about us.

Buchanan Feed
1
1 114753-5178
Industrial Rd.

Murray4 ,Ky.
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ancient Persians, Egyptians and Chinese were
fisherman also.
Not the least of
fishing's current appeal
is the fact that fish usually live where the water is
fresh and the skies are
clear, where the most
penetrating noise is not
automobile traffic but the
soothing sound of the
wind in the trees!
Why would anyone go
fishing, have a good day's
catch and then release
them alive?
If you have gone
fishing, you might
already know the answer.
Many women don't really
mind if the fish aren't
biting all the time. Just
being out there on the
water is the most tranquilizing feeling, a totally
new experience!
I have some more next
week!
Happy Fishing!

Coonhunt Classic set

The Professional
Coonhunter Association
Spring Classic is the big
show at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center in Murray, May 13-15.
How could it be any
other way?
The field will include
128 of the top coonhounds
and handlers in America.
PCA's three-day
schedule for ,the Spring
Classic includes entertainment for the hardnose coonhunter, the
lightly interested hound
tan and those who merely
want to visit and look.
During hunts, top
cocnhounds will be graded on tracking and treeing, with raccoon left
unharmed. The field will
be after $12,000 in cash
prizes. First place will be
worth $6,000 with the entire purse divided down to
eight places.
Special events at the'
Classic will be the biggest
bench show of the season
and a PCA auction of
championship hounds
and pups from PCA
Breeder Club kennels.
The Classic entry list
reads like Who's Who on
the 1982 tour. The list includes Russ Bellar's current National Champion
Kentucky River Demon
and Striker, the winner at
Liberty, Tex. Also included are Dr. Robert Jacox'
Little Jim, Marshall, Ill.,
winner; Ralph Rethford's

Where "Service Is Our Business

SELLER OF LATE MODEL SAVAGE & AUTO PARIS

r. lit 4st-

them, but once in a
"great while" you meet
someone that stands out
from the rest. It is so
refreshing to have this
experience its hard to explain.
I met a young man at
the Kenlake ramp as I
was loading my boat
after a hard day of fishing
and we started talking
-Bass."
It didn't take over 2
minutes for me to see that
this guy really loved the
sport and had a headfull
of bass'n knowhow. He
learned to fish on
tablerock lake which is a
clearwater lake and they
can be tough!

641 Super Shell

• COMPLETE ENGINES
• TRANSAAISSIONS4,
• REAR ENDS
• STARTERS•DOORS
• ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
• RADIOS• WHEELS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES
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by jerry maupin
what I'm trying to say,
someday I would like to
fish with this guy — Dennis Whitaker.
Hold on to your hats
fellows, it's time to touch
on women fishermen
again!
Once upon a time,
fishing was simply for
men or retired couples.
Not anymore. Women are
really taking up the sport.
Lest you think women
who fish have leather
skins and an allergy to
lipstick, consider this:
Recently Revelon model
Lauren Hutton, was
photographed in her
not
favorite spot
languishing in a plush
restaurant, but hip-deep
He didn't have any in a stream, lifting out a
secret spots that he was trout she had just caught!
afraid to mention or any
Fishing is a great
double talk, just good venerable, ancient art,
trout fair to good on bass language, like Prehistoric man fished
by hand, club, spear, net
worms, cheese and corn, "walking the dog."
I hope you understand and possibly hook. The
walleye and sauger slow
in tailwaters on minnows
and jigs; clear, stable at 1
foot below timberline,67.
fisherman I talked with
this week had fished last
week, in other states and
they reported the fishing
to be the same as it is
here.
If you recall, we had
something like this about
five years ago. Fishing
was terrible all over the
country. Let's hope the
weather breaks and we
don't have to go through
that again!
I have met and talked
with my share of good
bass fishermen, some of
the best in the nation, and
even fished with some of

Warming lakes bring
good fishing chances

ABC to film
Carter fishing
MONTREAL ( AP ) —
ABC TV has reserved a
spot for five days on an
eastern Quebec salmon
river so that former
President Jimmy Carter
and his wife Rosalynn
can film a fly-fishing
episode for ABC's
American Sportman
series.
The Carters will be ac-

didn't do too well.
Sound familiar? It has
been tough at times, but
we have moved around
checking different locations and depths until we
found them. I think they
will be easier to catch
once the moon gets into
the next phase.
Many of the crappie
haven't dropped their
eggs yet so hang in there,
( try 4-5 foot depths).
Our black bass are still
in the pre-spawn stage so
they could be breaking
loose any day now!
However, some of the

Pete, Hopewell, Va., winner; Bob Porter's Jet,.
Tuscaloosa winner; Sam
Taylor's Abner, Winona,
Miss., winner; and many
others.
Special attention will
be Ed Abel's Big Wheel
dog, who has nailed down
two second place finishes
on regular tour stops this
year, but has not crashed
the winner's circle.
Top names are not
lacking in the championship hound and puppy
auction.
Considering auction at
time of publication were
John Wick, with another
1982, hunt winner,
Thunder; and Larry
Singleton with Poor Boy
Cookie.
Pups will come from
some of the top breeders
in the country. That list
includes Willie Davis
with Rock, Oliver Close
with Hickory Hill Jackt
John Tradwell with
Southern Blue Pride, Dr.
Jacox with pups from
several famous line, and
Big River Kennel with
Warren's Blue Streak,
the bluetick which set the
official sale price record
of $29,000
The sale record by
Streak was set at the PCA
National Championship
at Land Between the
Lakes.last October.
Also represented will
be Gary Hem n with current World Hunt winner,

Red Eagle Dick.
The PCA bench shows
were initiated at the
Hopewell, Va., hunt. The
next show was at Marshall, Ill., and now shows
are permanent attractions at all PCA tour
stops.
However, the shows at
the Spring Classic and the
Autumn Classic will be
special. Regular tour
shows are worth $200 to
Best of Show and $50 to
Best of Breed.
The bench shows at
both classics will be
worth $500 to Best to
Show, and $200 to Best of
Breed.
As usual, PCA provides
the best of judges, in the
hunt itself and in the
bench shows. PCA bench
shows require three
judges, scoring on a point
system, to assure
fairness in judging. The
Classic Bench Show is
open to all coonhounds
and is a part of PCA's
continuing aim to make
coonhunting as much a
spectator sport as possible.
Big crowds are expected for both auctions
and bench shows during
the Classic. PCA is the
originator of the radiorelay system which brings not only direct
reports from casts on the
hunt, but the actual sound
Continued on Page9
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VERNON'S WESTERN STORE
Olympic Plaza
Men's or Women's Insulated

Boots slO to s40

it7i;i7d
Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

nU

Men's long Sleeve
8, Short Sleeve

Levi Jeans
wns '15.95

Cotton 8 Flannel
Shorts

Women's 2 3.9 5
& Misses
Students s 14.95

50 °A,

Off

Children's 1 2"

1 1
Open 9 A M. 9 P M Daily
1 P.M. To 6 P M. Sunday

_

C4 THE JONES

SUE & CHARLIE'S-RESTAURANT—

iPd
On &art* Kertmcky Lair

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Featuring
*Bass Hawk Boats
'Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service

kZl

'1.C. Pontoons

tint/RUDE
SCRVM7f-

R R 1 Buchanan

Tenn 19011 232-8721

Auer!, kestecky

Serving Those

Famous Fish Dinners

Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

*Mercury Outboard
*Pro Craft
*Lowe & SkeeterBass Boats

Mack & Mack Marine
Aurora, Ky.

474-2251
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west kentucky outdoors

Frances brake
FOR SUNDAY,MAY I,DE
flipping the jig into the they're better than min- What kind al day win tamer- SCORPIO
limbs, working each nows, but I will say that row he? T. had oat what the (Oct.2110 Nov - 21)
small pocket and recess under the right cir- sign say, read the forecast Mixing business with
givesfor your birth Sign.
pleasure leads to a career
thoroughly. I'd, pull the cumstances (which we
opening However, you should
bait up toward a branch, have during the spring
avoid a tendency to personal
then let it fall back and spawning period), ARIES
extravagance late in the day.
dance it in a tantalizing they're just as good.
Mar- 21 to APE% IS) dirk-A sAcrrntams
fashion. The weedless rig
Morning 1-5 Your best time to Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Jig fishing for crappie socialize Later, a trivial issue You're feeling your oats and
(like a small Texasadds a new dimension of could cause unpleasant words wish to go your own way. Still,
rigged plastic worm
pleasure to an already- between you and a fnend. Be you shouldn't neglect to take
defied hanging up.
the opinions of others into ac.
And I caught crappie! fun sport. There's just broadminded.
count.
And they hit HARD! And something about a fish TAURUS
20 to MaY 201
CAPR/CORN
a good time was had by taking an artificial bait, (API%
It's a topsy-turvy day. Good (Dec.2110 Jan. 19) ld
all (except the fish, of and when the crappie are fortune is within your
grasp, You'll want to spend time
hitting jigs, this thrill can
course).
and then &swears, only to alone with a loved one and
In sum, jigs do work. be enjoyed time and time reappear later in a different should do 21). Why
not put
I'm still not ready to say again.
guise.
aside career ccmcerna on this
GEMINI
day of relaxation?
(May 21 to June 20) 1
4
°1- AQUARIUS
An early-morning get- (Jan.20 to Feb. 18) AssA
together looks promising. New contacts are exciting.
Though You'll get Mang well and you'll make a good imwith others,a slight difference pression on thesn. However,
of opinion could arise.
remember to consider the
CANCER
Aoki—% feelings of existing ties.
(June 21 to July 22) %IF
PISC1M
Socializing could lead to a (Feb. 1910 mar.20) Xe
job opening, yet you may not Good will makes an impresbe in the mood to follow sion on others when you inthrough. You must learn to valve yourself in community
Crappie jigs come in many different sizes, shapes and colors, and most
seize the right moment.
all
affairs. Rise above minor
properly. We're now in a prime crappie jiggin' period, which will remain will produce if worked
domestic difficulties.
until the fish spawn and
return to deep water haunts.
(July 23to Aug.72)
YOU BORN TODAY are
NAHUNTA, Ga. (AP) belt:
Romance comes at an unex- naturally interested in public
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
— The organizers of this
"They're a menace to pected time. Despite a feeling
service. Develop the personal
year's World Armadillo our farms," said state of closeness with a
Which is better on crap- spinning rod and a Car- vocates: he feels the jig quiet retrieve spooks
loved one, touch in order to bring life and
the Olympics have
en- Rep. Tommy Smithy a petty dispute could distract true meaning to your
pie, minnows or jigs? The dinal 4 reel filled with 6 or attracts fish that are crappie into leaving.
countered a problem "They don't eat the you.
debate undoubtedly will 8 lb. test line. The sen- larger in average size.
humanamtarian interests. ExWade Bourne .
that, for them, proved in- crops. They eat insects.
go on as long as the fish sitivity with this outfit is "Of that 151 I caught
'J'. perimentatien is good for you.
You've heard from two surmountable.
But to get the insects, (Aug.23to Sept.22)
-Ex It keeps you from becoming
swims the depths of. Ken- unbelievable," Lappin Thursday, one went jiggin' experts.
Now let's
they
burrow into the Morning is Your best time complacent You have a high
Not
tucky and Barkley Lakes. said.
enough
armadillos
.
almost three pounds. hear from a beginner —
Most soldiers in the
Cold weather last ground and root up for getting together with maw of drama and can sucThe guide works That one will be mounted me! I grew up threading
others- Later- a money can- Ceed in art, literature, music,
winter apparently had a vegetables."
crappie-catching army brushpiles in 5-10 feet of and displayed at the state crappie
cern preoccupies you to your theater and design. You may
hooks through
Because
armadill
os own detriment.
stay with the standby,the water, both on or near the park."
minnows' lips, and I've devastating effect on the have no natural
also.be drawn to such prolespredator, LIBRA
local population of the
shiner minnow, found at main lake and in the back
Charlie Jones
always been prejudiced
sions as law, medicine,
"we
want
man
to become (Sept. 23 to Oct. n)
bait stores everywhere. halves of the bays. He
Charlie Jones is retired .toward this, bait. It's armor-plated mammals.
teaching, publishing,
About ;0,000 of the his natural predator to You'll enjoy unsuual rap- relations and religion. public
But a growing number of positions his boat 20-25 and lives near Big Bear always worked.
cut
down
on the popula- port with a loved one, yet may appea s to you, too. Travel
creatures were counted
anglers are switching to yards away from his Creek on Kentucky Lake.
EtirthcLste
But in the interest of in
Brantley County last tion," said Smith. "They have difficulty in getting along of •
jigs. Curlytails, paddle target brushpile, drops He's an expert fisher- fair play;I decided
Gonzales; tennis
to test year, but the
are
good
with
others in your social cm- player;
meat, delicious
number is
tails, maribou: they his anchor and casts from man, and he's another jigs alone and
FinneY, actor,
unadvised down to abou44,00
cle.
and James M.Barrie, writer
0, said meat."
come in an infinite a fixed platform. He who uses jigs exclusively to See if I could
make Huey Ham,founder
But
with
the
armadillos
of the
number of sizes, designs throws the jig five yards for crappie. And Jones them produce
FOR MONDAY,MAY 10, 1962
fish. I knew event.
now few and far between,
and colors, and most all past the cover, counts it has taken things one step the crappie
were in the
What
khod
of
day will tome- SCORPIO
at
least
one organizer
seem to catch fish.
down to where it should further. He now makes, brushpiles, and I had to
Organizers say they'll seemed wistful.
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov.21) 111/1.
4
I'm not going to at- be just over the limbs, packages and sells crap- figure a way to
get them have to cancel the • ."The armadillos could stars say, read the forecast Financial affairs will protempt to answer which and then starts a steady pie jigs under the "Curly- out.
festivities.
sper, if you refuse to take
not have disappeared at a given for your birth Sign.
bait is best.I believe there retrieve. "Then I let the J" brand. Last year (his
Ironically, the World more inconvenient time,"
others into your confidence.
Most minnow
ARIES
IS no definitive answer, jig fall just over the edge first season in the tackle fishermen work the brush Armadillo Olympics is
ovsor4 Don't weaken ideas by talking
said Troy Wainright,(Mar.21 to Apr.
19)
that at times minnows of the brush. This is business) he sold 500 with long cane poles
prematurely.
and dedicated to the exter- president
are better, and at other where most strikes will dozen jigs to area tackle bobbers. Rather than mination of the armadillo County of the Brantley The support of loved ones is SAGITTARIUS
Future Farmers with you all the way, but you (No'.'.
22to Dec.21)
tirnek and circumstances come," Lappin advised. store owners.
cast the jigs into the in the south Georgia farm of America.
must avoid a tendency to ex- Old ties of friendship now
jigs will prevail. Rather, He said the bait will hang
"I'd rather feel a crap- brush, I decided to adapt
travagance. Be cautious an grow stronger. On the job, you
I talked to two dyed-in- periodically, but that ex- pie hit a jig than watch a the cane pole principle,
monetary affairs.
may be erratic or careless. A
the-wool jig advocates to perience in fishing it will bobber go down," Jones except I used a bass
TAURUS
flipptendency
to escapism must be
learn why they like to develop within the angler said. "They hit it hard! ing rod. I recently
(Apr.20 to May 20)
obtainovercome.
take crappie on artificials a feel for working the The jigs produce bigger ed a new Skyline
It will be worth your while to CAPRICORN
flipping
1 p.m. — Bench Show pay some extra attention to (Dec. ntoJan.19
and how they do it. Then cover. "Sometimes I let it fish."Sound familiar?
Continued from Page 8
stick, and it was logical
Open to Public
I'd like to offer part of my get down in the brush and
business today. Try to get a Avoid mixing business with
Jones uses a 417.2 ft. that if the technique
6 p.m. — Draw for head start on some of the pleasure, and work from
own fishing experience.
work it like I would a Eagle Claw ultralight rod worked on bass in heavy of hounds at the tree.
week's projects.
Ron Lappin
behind the scenes for success.
plastic worm," he said.
mounted with a Zebco 131 cover, why wouldn't it do Spectators in the Western Night Hunt
GEMINI
Kentucky area were
Saturday
Solitude will help you
Thirty-year-old Ron
Lappin casts to a closed-face casting reel the same on crappie?
minimize distractions.
Breeders Auction at In-(May 21 to June 20)
treated to the successful
Lappin lives at Calvert brushpile 30-45 minutes (6 lb. test line). "I like a
I Mounted a Zebco first
You'll find yourself seeing AQUARIUS
dividual
major test of the
Stalls All Day
City, Kentucky, and before moving to the next white 1/16 oz. jig with a Omega 144 ultralight
reel radio system at the
10 a.m. — Training an old love in an entirely new (Jan. 20 to Feb,18)
PCA
guides fishermen full spot. "I think if you work spinner arm and a small on the flipper
and ran 6 National.
Seminar
Open to Public way. Instead of having second You'll receive an invitation
time out of Kentucky a brushpile thoroughly, spinner up front," he lb. test through
thoughts,
the
1
The
p.m.
— Auction of moment. enjoy the present to visit an old friend. Be on
Classic
schedule
Dam State Park Marina. you'll catch most of the said. He catches fish by guides. I tied on a
guard when faced with a pieCharlie follows:
Champions
hip Hounds & CANCER
Two days before this col- fish that are there. I've casting over his Brewer weedless
in-the-sky business venture.
crappie
Pups
Thursday
umn was written, Lappin checked brushpiles with a brushpiles in 31 feet of jig with a white
(June21 toJuly 22) 0
0
paddle6 p.m. — Draw for After experiencing a few Exercise discretion.
Breeders Auction at Inand his party caught 151 graph recorder and water and making a tail threaded on the
hook) dividual Stalls All Day*
PISC
Night Hunt
ESK.
distractions on the job, you (
crappie in a half day's ef- counted,the crappie blips steady, straight retrieve. and commenced to
Feb. 19to Mar.
M)
work
1 p.m. — Breeders Club
Championship Cast may find it necessary to bring You'll find ways to augment
fort - all on jigs. Nuff that appeared. Then I've "I fish over the top of the the brushpiles
.
Draw About 1 a.m.
Meeting
work home from the office. security. Think in terms of
said!
backed out and used the cover, then along both
Lesson III came in boat
6 p.m. — Draw for
`Auctions at the Keep plugging!
long range gains, and avoid
"I cast a hi oz. jig with jig and caught almost as sides. I think the action of handling. I learned
I had Night Hunt
Breeder Club members'LEO
get-rich-quick schemes. Be
a chartreuse or florescent many fish as there were the curlytail provokes the to approach the brush
installs will be announced (July 23 to Aug.22)
careful about details.
Friday
green curlytail on it. I blips."
big fish," Jones said. And to the wind, using my
throughout Thursday, Opt for creative enterprises YOU BORN TODAY are inBreeders
Auction
at
Infish it with the hook exThe guide echoed a yes, he gets hung occa- trolling motor on slow dividual
Friday and Saturday and now. Since intuition is with dependent and self-reliant, yet
Stalls All Day
posed. I use a light, comment that's familiar sionally in the brush, but speed to ease the
boat inpups will be auctioned at you, you might as well you work well with groups.
10
a.m.
—
Training
medium-action graohite among crappie jiggin' ad- he doesn't think a careful, to position. Then I
capitalize on it. Complete You can make an original coneach stall.
started Seminar Open to Public
what you start.
tribution in your field, once
VIRGO
you overcotne a tendency to
Open 7Days A Week
(Aug.23 to Sept.=I 111)‘ii rigid conformity. Writing, ac4 a.m.-6 p.m.
Shop for essential home ting, dancing, design • and
items and avoid unnecessary music are some of the fields in
expenditures. Relations with which you'll find fulfillment.
an in-law or sibling may be The professions are also likely
strained
to appeal to you, and you'll
LIBRA
have success in baniung•
West Jefferson St., Cadiz, sy.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -All advertising, publishing, law
C.rac taus Diming - Scottish Decor
Seriousness of purpose and medicine. When success is
Reservations Accepted at S22-le.310
serves you well. Avoid un- attained, you must avoid a
Worms — Minnows
necessary distractions and at- tendency to rest on your
tend to the business at hand. Laurels . Birthdate of Fred
LUNCH: Tues.-Sun. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Licenses — Ice — Supplies
Avoid money deals.
Astaire. dancer
DINNER: Tues.-Sat. 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

by wade bourne

RAF
e4;10

World Armadillo Olympics
suffer entree shortage

44icz

Coonhunt...

41244a

Durgin 0
Bait Shop

147 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2102

ARQUITA'S
PLACE
•••

We're Known For Our...
*Delicious Fish Dinners•144011*••••ode Desserts
*Plate Lunches *Breakfast Served
Anytime
Sunday Dinner
Chicken & Dressing, 3
Vegetables, Teo or Coffee,
Bread & Dessert
192

Hwy
68
ionatito
Creek
5:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m

cameRon
Vtglia""

1i.

CLOSED SUNDAY NIGHTS & MONDAYS

Hospital lists
NOW OPEN! I
Hendon's Bait Co.
622 S 4th Next to Bony Bread

II
appy Holiday Travel,Inc

*Minnows
*Ice
*Snacks
753-0262

1

Open 4:30 a.m.

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON NIcClillf
GRAYSON INcCl URI
rake 94 fos, out o, M.•eoy 1o,2',
. 4'S 7 h.,•','gP., of• 280
foliow, 180 io, 7 ••• 'Ts pas, donne,s G,oce,y 'ooe
bloclirop ,nto PcvcrroP.v.d 401 0* bIO'h'OP 'C' wC,..1' ,g"

Telephone 502-436-5483

On Ledbetter Creek at Kenloke State Pork

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covere
Storage, Launching Ramp,
Tackle, Bait
—
Itt 1 Ilardist(S02)474-2
245 e.474-7211 tart. 171

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Wheels 8, Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires_
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364 -753-6779

Tires,

• V•• .4

Missing Hill Resort
And Campground
Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-5519 anytime.

1
,
13 411
,
11•••11,41...4.

7,1t

Box 71, Benton, Vernie I.
Adults 130
Newborn 7
Howard, 1415 Vine,
4-30-82
Beatrice K. Smith, 1001
Newborn Admissions
Vine, Hiram Crittendon,
Gail Parker and baby Rt. 1, Almo, Lillie
Darnell, 120B Walnut
girl, Rt. 4
Cynthia Deaver and Court,Benton.
baby girl, 1109 CirGeorge Griffin, Rt. 1,
carama.
Henry, Tenn., Wesley R.
Janet Paschall and Ellegood, 645 North 4th
baby girl, Rt. 7.
St., Clifford Franklin
Rogers, E-17 Fox
Dismissals
Barbara G. Johnson Meadows, Lexie Hale,415
and baby girl, Box 245, South 10th St., Myrtle
Puryear, Tenn., J.T. Spaulding,500 Vine,Oeda
Phillips, Rt. 2, Covey Dr., E.Faughn,Rt. 1, Benton.
William Ted Lawson,1002
Opal I. Shoemaker, Rt.
Glendale. Debbie L. Mc- 2, Hazel, Rachel E.
Clure, 313 South 10th St., Butler, 413 Seventh St.,
Paul N. Reed, P.O. Box Fulton. Mary A. Rawl105, Joe Pat Trevathan, ings, Box 99, New ConRt. 4.
cord, Opal C. Rogers, Rt.
Mae W. Lampert, 811 4, Lakeland Village, BenCollege Cts., Diane ton. Treva Moffitt, Rt. 1,
rescett. Rt. 5, Mary J. Sedalia. Annie Mae
Pr
Alexander, Rt. 4, Houser. Rt 1, Benton.
Neutress O. Hale, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, Hazel I.
Jahnsbn, Rt. 2, Dora N. Durward M Potts, Rt 1,
--Pilitgran, P.O. Rex 21, Kirksey I ,c la M
isNew Concord, Wihnond Hon, 1303 Peggy Ann lir ,
Karl Workman, Rt. 1, Frank J Wainscott. Box
67, Hamlin. Mae N GoodPahnersvillc,Tenn.
thark' l
Windsor. win, 311 Southside Manor,
P.O. Bus 10, 1.ynn Grove, Thomas II. Nance, 717
Colitus, 11.0 Riley CI
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THE ACES®

Daughter's gift to mother breath of fresh air

•

•1117 4 't 2
• 64

BOBBY WOLFF

WENT

EAST

•4 3
•7 f,
-Superstition is the relig: and wins the second,
J 97 4 2
DEAR ABBY: One
East reach
•A 10 6
whose heart is overflow- don't need anything."
ion of feeble minds." - succeeds in keeping the lead king dummy with the heart •K
•.1 5186
and throw the game
week ago today I gave up ing with gratitude to a 15Abby, I know my
Edmund Burke.
•Q 9 'I 2
•A If1IV.
from
dummy,
but
forces
away
he
by
finessin
g
cigarettes for good. It's
a
diayear-old girl I have never mother doesn't need
A lazy defender may well declarer
SOUIH
got to be the hardest thing seen. I understand that anything, but I enjoy giv•AK illsII
place all his bets on a play. Withinto a winning mond to his queen. If he
no
does,
entry
the
to
defense gets two
•Q3
I have ever done, but I've she is a beautiful, in- ing her presents, and it
rational principle that has dummy, declarer
•At)5
no bearing on the problem forced to play his will be diamonds, a heart and a
got it licked this time.
telligent person who takes the pleasure out of
•7
diamond club and the game goes
hand.
at
For
example
when
,
Why? Because- my
became pregnant ac- it for me when she takes
Vulnerable Both Dealer
ace and when West's king down one.
a declarer is obviously drops, declarer can claim
mother and I quit cidentally and decided on this attitude. I wish you'd
Of course, declarer should South The bidding'
10
trying to create an entry to tricks.
together. This is my her own that her baby tell mothers that children
not go down regardless of Smith West North East
dummy, it usually pays for
14
Pass
I NT
Pass
The purpose of keeping what East does. If East 40
chance to do something should have a better life of all ages enjoy giving
Pass
defender to try to upset the declarer from
Pass
reaching allows entry to dummy, Opening lead: Club Pass
very important for so- than she was able to pro- gifts on Mother's Day, so
By Abigail Von Buren plan. There are exceptions,
queen
dummy is to deny
meone I love very much, vide, so she put up the please accept them
Bid with The Aces
however, and irly construc- entry to make a him the declarer should first cash
Both
diamood
Jews
diamond
and
the
Chris- tive thought will show the
ace before
and I know if! stick to it, baby for adoption.
graciously.
play. And since East has crossing to dummy to lead South holds. 5-8-B
so will she.
•7 5
SOMEBODY'S tians recognize the way.
As soon as our son is
authenticity of diabolic Declarer ruffs the second nothing to lose by a diamond towards his queen. Never- IP A toe North South
We have both tried to able to understand, I
DAUGHTER
lead
from
dummy,
theless,
East
why should East •.1 9 8 6 PI
attacks, and there is club, draws trumps and
I NT
quit before, but failed. shall tell him about his
DEAR DAUGHTER:
should allow declarer to dmec
i
a
e
rer
ak
it
toimm
poaskseiblae bfaodr 4 A 1085 2 NT ,
This time it is working "real" mother and what Don't blame your responsible documenta- plays his his queen of hearts. enjoy his entry. Declarer
ANSWER:Three no trump.
because even though I am a courageous person she mother. Her attitude is tion on this subject. Should East win his ace or might just use it to cut his play?
North is inviting game and
should he duck the trick to own throat.
Please
don't
be
biased.
not as hooked as my is.
typical of most mothers.
South has a near maximum
4
NO6R2TH
5-8-A
deny entry to dummy?
mother, I'm quitting
In the meantime, I pray They don't want their Any competent religious If he ducks the first heart If East takes his heart ace
initial response which justiimmediately, declarer can
,K 8 5
more for her sake than daily for her well-being children to deny leader can recognize
ties acceptance.
whether
one
needs to see
my own.
and good fortune. Sign themselves anything in
a psychologist or an exorWhat better gift could me...
order to buy a gift.
cist.
we give each other? HapI know. When I was a
BLESSED
My best friend spent
py Mother's Day!
DEAR BLESSED: child I recall vividly my
L. GA'YLE SMAR- Thank you for an ap- own beloved mother(now many years in a mental
RITO, CHERRY MILLS, propriate letter for gone 37 years) saying, hpspital with no lasting
N.J.
Mother's Day. I agree "Please don't buy me any cure. ( Everyone thought
DEAR L. GAYLE: that giving up a child for presents. I have she was hallucinating.) 2.
Notice
2. Notice
2. Notice
6. Help Wanted
Beautiful! Please send its own good is the everything I need." So in- After her release she joined
a
small church, and a
progress report in ultimate in unselfishness. stead of buying a gift, I
We can copy your old
TEACHERS
September, and if you're God bless those mothers gave her something year later she wrote to
THE CATCH
Infamily photographs while IR
SUBSTITUTE
me, "At last the 'wolf' is
still "clean," have I got a who did.
Catfish and Seafood
you wait You can take
money couldn't buy. I
Shirley Florist
TEACHERS. Join the
gone. I am at peace with
In the original back home
•••
present for you!
Wednesday through
111
wrote a poem or a letter
letter people this sum•••
and
Jesus
."
She
died
CARTER
STUDIO ID
mer and demonstrate
Sunday, 10:00 AM DEAR ABBY: My telling her how much I
reading development to
300 Main 753-8298
DEAR ABBY: I hope mother just finished appreciated her. Years peacefully in her sleep.
Green Houses
6:00 PM, 753-156
caring parents in your
I know what I am talk
you will use my letter on reciting the same speech later I realized how much
community. GuaranSOO N. 4th St.
Mother's Day as a tribute she recites every year they must have meant to ing about because she
teed income. Call col
urray, Kentucky
to all those brave, just before Mother's Day. her, because after she was my sister, and our
lect 901 767-2322 Sat.
and Sun. after 5p.m. for
Phone 753-3251
unselfish mothers who It begins, Now please died I found them tucked whole family went
interview appointment.
WORLDS FAIR:
gave up their babies.
don't throw your money away among her through hell for over 10
8-5 Mon.Wanted:
years
someone to
because
we
were
I am a new mother away on a gift for me... I souvenirs - all neatly
We have for rent
Sat.
keep an infant and do
told there was no such
bound together with a riblight house work in our
on a nightly basis
thing as diabolic attacks.
home. Send references
bon. She had saved every
Now we know there are.
for the World's
and resume to PO Box
one of them!
1040H Murray, Ky.
3. Card of Thanks
BEEN THERE
••.
Fair, modern, 2
Check Our
42071
DEAR
BEEN
THERE
:
We,
the wife and family
DEAR ABBY: What is
bedroom, comYour sister may very
Classified
of A. J. Marshall wish to
9. Situation Wanted
the
signific
ance
of
wearpletely
furnish
thank all who sent
ed
ACROSS
DOWN
well have had a "devil"
ing
single
a
Secti
carnati
on
Lawn mowing. Call
on
on
1 Musical
flowers, cards, food,
1 Containers
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
apartments, C/H,
of a problem, but I would
761 4288 8 4:30 Mon. i7ri.
group
Mother's Day?
phone calls, and
2 Century
For
advise anyone exhibiting
S
5 Prohibit
A/C, only 15
plant
prayers during our time
Will break and disc
FLOWER CHILD
A S
N A
8 Light
R'
nocturnal violence to bet
3 ApPrOach
of sorrow. Many thanks
gardens. Call 753 5463 or
DEAR
minutes
CHILD:
from
A
A
the
red
•4
rain
S
4 Strike out
to Dr. Clark and Or.
753 0144.
12 Toward
carnation is worn to examined by a physician
5 Reveal
Bgalock, Intensive Care
Fair. Coll Nell Pan- Will do house cleaning.
to
rule
out
the
possibil
shelter
ity
6 Macaw
A
Signify that one's mother
and Cardiac Unit. Bro.
759 9414.
13 Exist
nell, 601-5667 Recall
A
David Wagner, music
is living. A white carna- of a medical problem.
14 Sandarac
8 White grape
and
special
by
7935,
10. Business Opportunity
Tupelo,
Terry
tree
tion signifies that one's
9 Metal
A
Pulley. Also the
15 Football
10 Wise one
P N
Miss., after 3:30
mother is deceased.
Commercial Property
Blalock Cole'man
score
11 Waste
O
A
For Sale by owner that
There should also be an
Funeral Home. Thank
16 Sheep
p.m.,
weeken
ds.
allowance
O
K
has been used as a 6 bay
you all. Lucille, chil
17 Theater box 19 Negative
identify
ing
flower
worn
N
E
car wash. Concrete
Will clean carpets,
dren, and grand18 Calm
21 Nobleman
EC RAMS S PEE MI by those mothers who "Post-Operative Comblock building with
children.
20 Kite
23 Transactions
windows,
also
clean
chose motherhood by plications" will be the
paved parking area,
George Beard original
22 Slid - a T 24 Seed
and
wax
hard wood
with all utilities. Can be
23 Smoke and
Willow Furniture
5. Lost and Found
raising a foster child, topic of an all-day
container
30 Rodent
40 Persian fairy
floors. Satisfaction
fog
used for other
builder back in town.
25 Oslo coin
workshop for nurses to be
32 Again
adoptin
g
a
child
41 Shower
or
rais$50. Reward, Large
24 Attitude
businesses. Located at
26 Algonquian 35 Honors
Formaly located Hwy
guaranteed.
42 Tilt
Thursday, May 20 at
ing a stepchild.
Alaskian Malamute,
27 Canadian
27 Smallest
3rd and Sycamore Sts.
94 East. House of
36 Automobile 43 Region
wolf gray and white
peninsula
753-3317
And a special place in Murray-Calloway County
28 Female
corner lot Murray, Ky.
Willow can be reached
part
44 Stupid one
31 k4oney ot
color. Strayed from
deer
Owner will consider
now at 436 2437 anytime
heaven awaits those Hospital in Murray.
38 Tra follower 45 Church part
yore
Doran
29 Poem
Wiswel
l
Rd.
financing. Phone
39 Trade
after 6p.m. Our prices
48 AisceTopics to be covered
mothers who chose an
32 Was ill
area. Phone 753 4703
Choose a rewarding
Paducah 1 502-554 5543.
are the same as before,
2 3 4
33 Room in
"imperfect" child, know- will be shock, septic
10 11
days,
or
759
1274.nigh
t.
career as a MEDICAL
some pieces even re
Large wholesale busi
harem
shock,
hypovo
lemic
ing that physically or
12
LABORATORY
13
114
duced in price.
ness undergoing ex34 Vessel tor
Lost:
long
hair,
black
TECHNICIAN. CUM
mentally handicapped shock, pulmonary empansion program by
liquor
15
16
female cat., Reward
17
BERLAND SCHOOL.
boli, and respiratory
36 Parts of
opening new outlet • in
children
have
not
only
offered.
Call
0344.
753
4111
321 N
Washington,
21
the Murray area. Full
yards
SPECIAL
special needs, but also re- complications.
Cookeville. Phone 526
37 Dampens
time and part time
Registra
22
tion
6. Help Wanted
begins
at
quire a super-abundance
3660. Apply Now 1
38 French article
14
Kt.
Gold
positions available.
4
Classes begin June 7.
39 Lounge
of love, understanding 8:30 a.m. Fee is 820. The
Auto clean up man. $S.
Management back
Earrings $9.95
worksho
p
is
approve
about
d
by
per hour. Must have
ground necessary. Ow
and patience.
31
42 Trudeau s
the Kentucky Board of
experience. Action
ner management
•••
NOTICE
country
laiiiii
Personnel 753 6532.
possibilities in near
Nursing for five contact
Large assortment of
46 Have on
DEAR ABBY: Please
South Marshall 1972
future. References re
MODELING AS
37
hours and is sponsored by
47 Greek letter
Gold
dipped
leaf
tell "Nighttime Boxer," Weste
graduating class will
quired. Phone 753.0940
SIGNMENTS
49 Let fall
rn Kentucky
I
4
pendants and shells.
4
3 60.m.
General Office Work No
who awakened in the Hospita
hold
their
reunion
50 Dry
ls' Continuing
experience necessary.
36 different styles.
46
51 Junior
47
49
morning bruised and bad- Education Consort
June 26, 1982. If you
ium,
Call Diana Hansen at
52 Lampreys
13. For Sale or Trade
i 50
3
for
$9.95
ly beaten for no apparent College Heights
graduated or would
152
(219) 345 2000 or write
53 Transfixes
P.O. Box
For sale or trade es
reason,
have
graduate
to
and
d
talk
54 Small child
to his 267, Bowling Green, Ky.,
COVER GIRLS, Naked
53
SS
tablished business in
55 Evaluate
City, Box 2000,
GOLD &
clergyman.
haven't received your
42101,(502) 745-4641.
good location. Price
Roselawn, In. 46372.
invitation please conSILVER
negotiable. Any reEXCUSE ME... I JUST
IT SHOWS WHERE ALL
(
..A
...21 ANOTHER) ;
Need experienced clean
tact Rena Thompson
asonable offer con
Wholesa
WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW
le
THE DISASTER AREAS
AREA!
up man. Call 753 0333.
k
sidered. Owner financ
Rte. 1 Hardin, Ky.
THAT 17INNER 15 GOING TO BE
ARE IN THE WORLD._
Jewelers Inc.
ing available. Call 753
OFF SHORE OIL
437-4682
ABOUT TEN MINUTES LATE
JOBS. Latest informa
4109 after 5p.m.
Olympic Plaza
lion, positions, wages,
7534113
14. Want to Buy
companys. For details
Couple wishing to rent
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
send long stamped en
or lease house or apar

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Economically
Priced Autos

Woikshop
slated here

20

1111P011

tment with garage or
space for studio. Call
759 1551

I'VE HEARD
ABOUT THAT

I WONDER WHAT
THAT SIGN
MEANS

BEwARE
FRIENDLY

THEY SAY HE WAGS HIS TAIL
WHILE HE BITES YOU

REMEMBER
MOTHER SUNDAY with
a Silk Corsage from
the Wild Raspberry in
Dixieland Shopping
Center.

BEWARE
FRIENDLY
MEAN
DOG

-

MEAN

, DOG

LETS GO FISHING
Now open -Rex's Bait
and Tackle Hwy
132 Irvin Cobb Road. 5
miles off 94 East. Red
worms and night
crawlers, (fresh from
bed to box) rods and
reels, minnow buckets,
croppie rigs, floats,
hooks, sinkers, and lots
of other bait related
items. Also novelties.
Open every day your
business always
appreciated.
Painting: Check our low
prices before you paint.
Robinson and Day.
753 5292 or 753 3716
evenings.

C'OLP UMW Fallon* Syr•Ocal• Inc

M

AFRAID
OUR'COMPUTER'
IS GETTING
OLD, 51R

YES, SIR TH1E
MEMORY BANK
KEEPS TELLING
THE 'SAME
STORIES OVER
Ar4C
,OVER
A&AiN

LIKE I SAID, IT'S

IH

DELICIOUS!

1 /2 Price
Sale
Bey are pair of boots
at reveler price get
the second pair at half
price. Dress boots,
work hoots and side
zips.

•
wHenE'5
ALI 2

•

HERE HE
COMES.

TRADE
AND LEFT
HIM IN A
("ITCH_ NO
DoURT,.

Kenny Rogers Mans,
western shirts, and
western dress slacks.
Buy one pair at
reveler price and get
the second item it
half price.

Vernon
's
_
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9-9

The Apple Tree School
provides quality child
care with an
educational program
for ages 2 through 5.
Also, a summer pro
gram is available for
school age children.
753 9356.
Two women will share
nice 3 bedroom house 1,2'
block from campus.
Available mid to late
May. Call Rebekah
after 5p.m. 753 6577.
Wanted: All old feather
beds needed! Age or
condition is unimpor
tont! Honest cash
buyer. Box 691, New
Albany, In. 47150
Directions Phone.

velope to Research
9455B Hickory St. Nor
folk, Va. 23503.
Part or full time work
from home, processing
mail or typing, ex
perience unnecessary,
excellent income
potentials. For in
formation send stam
ped, self addressed en
velopeto: Betty
Orlowski 6467 S. 27th St.
Franklin, Wisconsin
5332.
Reliable and dependa
ble nonsmoker, middle
age building mainten
ance repair man. Must
work alone without
supervision. Painting,
roofing, and carpeting
experience necessary.
Call 753 3018.

Want to buy horse or
pony. 436 2994 or 762
4294.

Want to buy good
outboard motor.
Preferably 10hp to 18hp.
Call 436 2427.
Want to buy Schnauzer
adult female. Mckenzie
901 648 5697

(

15. Articles for Sale
21in. Black and white
t.v. also electric
typewriter. Call
489 2806.
Car top luggage carrier
and upholstered living
room chairs. 436 5457.
Tillers Shp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. 8269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.

Dr. Bernard Morin
Osteopathic Physician & Surgeon
General practioner of Osteopathic Medicine has
joined the Staff of:

Broeringmeyer Health Awareness
Center
Murray, Ky. - 4 Mile East on Hwy. 94

Hours Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 8:30
A.M.
To Noon 1 P.M. to 5 P.M.
SPECIAL SERVICES OFFERED:
Natural Child Birth
Nutrition
Chelation Therapy
Physical Therapy
Colonic Detoxification
Traction
Sclerotherapy
Pain Control
Manipulative Therapy
Weight Control
FOR APPOINTMENT PHONE:(502) 753-2962

•
••••••••-•••
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16, Home Furnishings

p.Exterminating

Used dining room table
and chairs. Has smoke
glasS top $150. 753 2422.
Used washer and dryer
white Maytag. Call
753 9353 after 5p.m.

STATE WIDE
PEST
CONTROL

26. TV.Radio

32. Apts. For Rent

311E JP'X IC

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

4.Homesfor Sale

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Two bedroom and 3 Aurora Flea Market
Owner will help you buy Fully equipped 1970 Lawn mower and small
bedroom apartments Hwy 68 Aurora
hordes & Thermals
his house He will assist 13)(44 steel bottom engine repair, lamp
Color 25 inch TV, Only
available May 11 at 1602 Big Yard Sale in Har
Insurance &
you with your down house boat Sleeps 8, 85 repair R L Glover 262
25.00 per month.
Miller. Priced $115 and din, Ky. Sat , May 8th
payment. Your fair lady Johnson outboard mo Riviera Cts 753 OEM
Real
Estate
$225. Phone 753 2403
New warranty.
at Charles Used Cars.
will agree that this is a tor
Licensed electrician for
Recently painted
Seethside Court Sq.
Two bedroom un
Fairground Flea
honeymoon dream Asking 110,000 Call residential and corn
CLAYTON'S
For termites
furnished
apartment
Market.
S.
Murray
Murray,
Iliatecky
home....squeaky clean, 753 0546.
mercial
Heating and
753-7575
8th near hospital. 2 Calloway Co
beautifully landscaped,
air condition, gas in
753-4451
19. Farm Equipment
roaches ants
bedroom partially fur Fairgrounds Open ev
3 4 bedroom home with
stallation and repair
any pests.
noshed apartment and 1 cry weekend, 7a m. to
265 Massey Ferguson
2 baths, wood stove in 53. Services Offered
Phone 753 7203
OWNER
bedroom
furnished
7p m. Friday and
FINANCING. the cozy den Be a proud AIR CONDITIONERS MITCHELL
diesel 360 hours, 6 row
27. Mobile Home Sales
PAVING
Homes
apartment
in established home investor. 753 1492 and appliances ser
near down Saturday, 9a m
cultivator, 10ft. wheel
to
Company Commercial,
12x52 mobile home in town. Adults only, lease 6p m. Sundays Booth area of town for the Century '21 Loretta Jobs ✓
disc, 4 14in. plows. 489
iced
Freezers, residential Seal coating
good condition. Many and deposit required. space can be rented
bargain hunter. 3 Realtors
2110.
washers, dryers, and and striping Small jobs
extras located in Fox Call 753 9208 after Ip.m.
bedroom $31,000. or 2
Call days 753 4669.
265 Massey Ferguson
refrigerators
All a specialty. Calf 753
Meadows. 753 1905 after
bedroom $26,000. See
diesel 360 hours, 6 'row
brands 759 1322
1537.
41. Motorcycles
ap.m.
for yourself how you
FOR RENT
cultivator, 10ft. wheel
43. Real Estate
can
afford
monthly
the
I
1978
2x
60
Yamaha
2
bedroom
100
En
un
disc, .4 14in. plows. 489
Beautiful furnished
payment when the in duro
furnished. Central air
1977 Yamaha
FREE ESTIMATES
2110.
apartment for 4 colterest is low. Call Spann Chappy. Automatic
gas
heat,
needs
little
On All Electrical,
4 Row John Deere corn
lege girls or boys also
Realty Assoc. 753 7724.
transmission, both in
minor work. $2000. Can
drill with spray rig. Call
Plumbing, Painting
1 mid 2 bedroom
Strout
be seen at 95 Riveria
Rei ty,. Only $39,900 buys this 3 excellent condition 753 end
753-3331 or 492-8893 after
Well Pump Needs.
Need a second,opi2668.
Cis.
or
call
753 6605.
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
apartments. Summer
5:00p.m.
Licensed.
Coll
home
753nion?
Local
at
South
222
11th
1979
12x70
Yamaha
Mobile
Home.
650
3
end
faN near UniversiMetal trusses and bar
St. Redecorated Special bags and wind
&
0092 or 753-9673.
bedroom, 2 bath, cen
references. Call Hugh
joists 21 and 30ft. Call
ty.
Phone
753-5865
Office Cent to Coast
throughout, kitchen re shield. Call 753 7989.
Phone 753-3914 tral heat and air. 1975 or 753-5108
Outland. 759-1718o
7535181.
novated; large covered
toyer,fres Everywhere
after
model, underpinning
753-8076.
TRACTOR TIRES New
APPLIANCE
patio. Well landscaped 48. Auto Services
Iteliohle Service Sine 1901
5:30 p.m.
included. 753 5561.
and Used Kough 24. Miscellaneous
SERVICE
lawn. A real buy.
Kenmore,
1112 Coldwater Rood
1970 12x65 mobile home,
Equipment. 382-2207.
KOPPERUD REALTY Import Auto Salvage Westinghouse,
Nemo, Keetocky 42071
10 HP riding lawn 8x12 pullout room. All Two duplex 2 bedroom
New
and
used
parts
for
Whirlpool. 20 years Need work on your
753 1222.
($02)753-0156
mower, 36 inch electric central air and apartments. 3 miles
Datsun, Toyota, Opal, experience. Parts
and trees? Topping, prun
Ametime
cut,electric start. heat, underpinned, from town. $170
-and
any
imports.
Buy service. Bobby Hopper ing, shaping complete
44. Lots for Sale
and
1000 and 1415 Sears. $600. Four 14x35 wood deck. Take $160. Call 753 8848
JOE L. KENNON
today and save
B ob's App ii
removal and more. Call
payment. Phone before 9p.m.
Large waterfront lake 474 2325.
Stoker
gallon NH3 Nurse chrome 15 inch wheels over
ance Service 202 S. 5th BOVER'S TREE
lot on Blood River Bay. Over 50 rebuilt
fits Ford or ()edge 753 3815.
Li
4 Beeilleil
St
7 5 3 4 8 7 2 , SERVICE for Pro
tanks with or small bolt pattern. 'Call 1970 Cosavegas 12x65 33. Rooms for Rent
400ft. of water frontage matic transmissio auto
ns in 753 8886(homel.
fessional tree care
2427.
436
759
1465.
withogt wagon and
mobile home. 1 1/2 bath,
stock. 20 day on
Asphalt driveways and 753 8536.
Rooms
for
rent
1
block
One lake lot on REA conditional warranty. parking
3 bedroom, central heat
flotation tires.
lots sealed by Painting Check our low
power and water line. Reynolds Trans
and air, wood stove. from University. 753
40-T
Sears. For free es, prices before you paint.
1812
or
753
6933.
Tool Bars, 5 to 9
Good roads 13500., 10 missions Hwy 69 North
$5500. Call 901 247 3306.
timates call 753 2310.
Robinson and Day.
Mewled ARC-511 Cassette
percent down and 5 Paris, Tn. 901 642 2572
row in 15 ft. to 21
1974 Village mobile 34. Housesfor Rent
753 5292 or 753 3716
years
to
receiver
pay.
digital
with
clock.
Call
home 12x60. 3 bedroom,
Used Volkswagen parts,
ft. widths. A comevenings.
7531222
436 2427.
all electric. 753 5167 or One bed room,un
AN/FM stereo completely
tune up, break jobs, Allmon Service Co.
Names run
Refrigeration, air
plete supply of
furn
ishe
d
753 7649.
rebuilt motors at alemieum all vityl silieg,
Isoclinal. Slight damage to
Commercial pro- 46. Homes for Sale
conditioning service
house at Coldwater. One
Duane's
tanks, pumps,
Place.
435
For
4272.
sale
mobile
home
testes Iris work.
and repair. Central air,
trod of DU. Cal be see.
perty located on
Affordable
year old
2 tots at Pine Bluff or two people. $65 per
refrigeration, air con
valves and NH3
leferesces. Call Will Ed
corner of 4th and two bedroom3 home.
at Ilao McNutt Shelter le: and
Shores, storage build- month plus deposit.
1400 49. Used Cars
ditioning, heat pump
Chestnut. Two sq ft, includes garage, 1970
accessories.
Bailey,
serum office 522 Mail
/53-1889.
ing. Owner will finance. Water furnished. Call
Ford LTD. $550
service. "Spring
489-2267.
bays and office. built-in appliances, fen- 753 0448.
Street Merray, Ky. 753 8669.
Special" complete
Three
bedroom
house
Building is 29 x 52, ced in yard. Assume 1972 Chevy Impala, 2
For sale near Pan
cleaning on air
Weekdays 9-5. Sealed bids
for
rent
with
well.
CARPET
loan. Call Owner 753
CLEANING, conditioners. Phone 436
orama Shores mobile
and all fixtures re- 8469
'may he left at Ageets office
or Shroat Waldrop door 57000 miles, new Free Estimates. 5536.
home and lot. Near the Private location. 345
main with proper- 759 1707.
paint, good condition, Satisfied
Sikeston,
2205.
Or S1111 to Shelter lesuraece
references,
water ready to move in.
Repairs on all lawn
ty. $30,000. KOP- Beautiful lakefront 3 $700. Call 759 1465.
Vibra Steam or Quick
Mo. 63801
Compaq. Keith W. Cord
Call Doug 1 527 3125 for Three bedroom, 2 bath.
1974
Ford
Torino Elite. D ry Cleaning. mowers, tillers, any
PERUD
REALTY
miles
6
on
314-471-0988
Hwy
280.
bedroom
cottage
details.
with
P.O. Box 823 Remy, Ky.
small motors. 1001 East
, $225. a month. 436 2240,
753-1222.
the most beautiful view. Power steering, power (Upholstery Cleaning). Glendale off of 12th
St.
brakes, automatic, air, Lee's Carpet Cleaning
42011. Sealed bids will be Good 10x45 2 bedroom 436 5455.
Priced
sell.
to
753
7573.
furnished mobile home.
753 4590.
$1000. or best offer. 753-5827.
-spend
May
21,
1982
at
Three bedroom house 10 1/2 percent F INANC "BP-Peep, Beatles, and
Call 753 4808.
22, Musical
I.
Carpenter with 30 years
$165. and a 2 bedroom 1NG!!!! Yes a small Mozart" can all be a 753 3639.
12:00 woe. We reserve the
1974 Mustang II. Power experience. Building of
right to reject asp mid all 28. Mobile Home Rentals apartment $100. Call downpayment and ow part of /his home, steering-po
wer brakes, all types, repairs . and
762-3394 (office) or 489- ner financing will make because there is room
liEClean 2 bedroom fur- 2741 after 5p.m.
automatic trirnsmis trailer additions. Call
everyone
for
from
owner
the
you
little
of this
nished mobile home.
sion, new radial tires. 436 2253.
Two bedroom house newly decorated. 1 /
Car stereos by
1
2
. baby to teenagers to 753-6342 all day
1977 Firebird drivers $75. security deposit 1413 S. 10th. $175.
Sat. and Carpet Cleaning Ser
mom,
pop.
Yes,
there
Also 2 story, 4 bedroom home
Pioneer, Sony, door, hood, trunk lid, required. $150. per
Sun., after 5p.m. week
Do you have a tobacco
vice 1 room $17.53 plus
with basement, alum. are three cheery
bedroom
apartmen
t
month
rent. No pets.
transmission, rear
Merest!, Sanyo end
or dairy barn in need
bathrooms, atmosphere days.
1. All work guaranteed
1417
Hillwood
central
siding,
heat
Dr.
with
Call
Call
753-4808.
glass with defrost and
others. Expert inCall collect 1 247 4084.
753-9240.
of repair? Now would
wood stove for un of restfulness in the
rear clip. 1970 Firebird Mobile home for rent
believable economy. three bedrooms, and an
stallation and service.
Concrete, block, brick
be the time to give us
front cone and grills, near Murray. 2 bed- Two bedroom house in Double lot
near school. ideal -den for working or
21 years experience. No a call.
22 years in business.
rotors, frame hood, gas room with house furni- Hazel fully carpeted, Make
your appointment relaxing quietly. Bejob to large or small
tank. 1973 Cutlass ture, washer, dryer, 2 stove and refrigerator now by
WORLD OF SOUND
calling Spann autiful backyard is
Free estimates. Call
furnished. 753-0861.
Supreme
air
conditioner
front
real
s,
cap,
2225. 12th 753-5865
We put on or repair
begging for a garden
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
753-5476.
doors, trunk lid, bum nice throughout. $150.
party. Read this before
36. For Rent or Lease
Custom Dozer work. All galvanized end
pers, some interior, per month. 759-1305.
owner calls he may
kinds of dirt work
aluminum roofs and
1959 Gibson Melody rear end. 1972 Plymouth Trailers for rent Dill's One bedroom unwant to keep it. 753-1492
90 acre form in
Specialize in clearing siding.
318
motor 575. 1974 Trailer Court.
furnished apartment on
maker guiter. 5300. 403
Century
21
Loretta
Jobs
Coldwater with
straight blade or cutter
Mustang rear end. 1972
Main Street near
S. 11th St.
Realtors.
blade. Call 502 658 3302
older home. 70 tenChevelle door, fender,
Hospital. S145month.
Four bedroom house
nights or 502 247 4588.
30. Business Rentals
rear bumper. 753-8127.
Deposit required.
dable acres, 40
With plenty of closet
Fence sales at Sears
5 bedroom home 2
4)(8 Flashing portabte
bottom and 30 in
space. The house sits on
now. Call Sears 753-2310
blockS from campus
sign. Must sell. Save
1
hillside.
acres with new
Burley
and
for free estimate for
$250month. Ideal for
$150. 502 529 2721.
storage building and
Mini
air cured tobacco
your needs.
students..
For sale 6 ',a Jointer
just 2 miles from town.
4 bedroom country
base. Call Bob
Warehouse
Planer Sears Best
For appointment call
home. S250month. De
Ha ey at
Storage Space
1406W. Main
A ummum a
(C4ftsman). Used very
753 8563.
TV's, stereos, CBs,
my
posit required.
little. 753 1884.
radios, tape players,
For Rent
siding and Alumina
Ky. Lake summer home
753-5315
Call Spann Realty Astractor radio, small
by the beach. Marina
753-4758
trim for all houses. It
sociates, 753-7724.
appliances. We will
the
and
fish.
bedroom,
2
1 Diamond Earring
stops painting.
We are interested in
repair T.V.A. Murray
furnished. Owner
leasing a house with
SPEaAL
Jock Glover
Home & Auto.
financing. $16,500, 502 1975 Ford Elite, 2 door,
option to buy. Prefer in
new paint, good condi
$29.00-$39.00 Com- 32. Apts. For Rent
924 5646.
We have in stock most
city limits. Call 7594486
tion, $1550. Call 759 1465.
any type of electrical
pare at $50.00 to
Six year old 3 bedroom
753-4000
Duplex near college. 2 after 6p.m.
.on approximately 34's 1976 Buick Station Wa G ENERAL HOME motors from vacuum
$100.00
Or
bedroom, large deck 37. Livestock-Supplies
of an acre, 2 miles out of gon. Bought new REPAIR. 15 years ex cleaners to 100hp. Also
patio, central heat and
Leo's Immediate
489-2266
Murray. Needs some locally, 28,000 miles, perience. Carpentry, we are the local air
air. Call after 5p.m. Performance tested 3,1r,
work.
$16,000. will fin- extra nice. Call Mac at concrete, plumbing, compressor repair serJewelry Repair
Billy Morgan
753 6699.
Simmental and
ance with low interest 753-1474 before 5p.m. .roofing, sliding. NO vice. We service any •
Broker
404 N. 12th
JOB TO SMALL. Free thing electric. We
Extra nice 1 bedroom Maine Anjou. Service
rate, very low down $3275.
furnished apartment. 1 age bulls, only top
payment. No closing 1980 Datsun 510 Wagon. estimates Days 474 specialize in cleaning
753-9199
air conditioners. Dill
2
block from Univers- performance bulls from Country Quiet City costs. Low monthly 1 owner, low miles, new 2359, nights 474-2276.
ity. Open now. Call our 800 cows. All bulls Close- Enjoy private payments. Call Ralph tires, air conditioner Guttering by Sears. Electric 753 9104.
health tested and country living on a two DeMartino collect and extras. Like new Sears
Lawn mower battery 12 753 2967 after Seri)...
Will do plumbing, air
continuous gut
volt $24.99 exchange. Furnished apartments guaranteed. Broadbent acre tree shaded lot (502) 442-7368.
753 8521 or 901 247-5729.
ters installed for your condition, painting,
, Farms Cadiz,
Ky. 42211. with pond. Cozy country
Wallen Hardware 1 or 2
specifications. Call roofing, hauling, conbedroom. Also Days
Three bedroom brick 50. Used Trucks
502 235 5182.
Paris.
home featuring 3 bedSears 753 2310 for free crete work. Calf
sleeping rooms. Zimhouse. Fireplace, den,
room, family room and
753 2211.
Marine battery power merman Apts. S. 16th.
fenced in yard. One half 1972 Chevrolet pickup estimate.--41. Public Sale
CAR STEREO Pioneer, pack 27 series 105 amp. St.
rec room. Priced in the block
Will sliarpen hand saws
753 6609.
from MSU. truck. Good condition. K & K STUMP REMO
K en wood, Ma ran tz , $59.99 exchange. Wallen
30's and located near
759-1494.
VAL. Do you need and chain saws.
Garage apartment 707 Moving Sale bedroom Fisher Price. Owner $40,000. 753-2716.
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro- Hardware Paris
Main and for other furniture, mattress and
Three bedroom home at 1975 Chevrolet Luv. stumps removed from 753 4656.
fessional installation.
Snapper mower blades furnished apartments box springs, kitchen financing available to 507 Whitnell, near Good condition $1850. your yard or land
Sunset Boulevard Music
qualified buyer. Phone
55. Feed and Seed
25in., 26in., 28in., 30in., call 753 1390.
table, AM FM radio'
Dixieland Center
us now-753-1492 Century shopping center, 1965 Chevrolet pickup cleared of stumps? We
or 33in. $5.99 Wallen
record
player
and
remove
can
large
stumps
schools,
restaurant
up
s,
with
topper
5495.
ALFALFA FOR SALE
489
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
21 Loretta Jobs
Hardware-Paris.
screen t.v. Maytag
to 24 inches below the Missouri Delta grown.
etc. Newly painted ins 2595.
Realtors.
HILLDAL
E
APART
washer and dryer,
ground, leaving only Delivery or FOB
Sunny Acres Nursery.
ide and out. Priced in
sawdust andihnipsAall Merrell Farm PO Box
Garden bedding and MENTS HARDIN, KY. Tappan refrigerator NEW QUALITY HOME the 530's. KOPPERUD 51. Campers
Now
In
taking
Canterbury
applications automatic ice maker,
enjoy the REALTY 753-1222.
for free estiWates. ob 421 Hayti, Missouri
house plants, 901
REPOSSESSED
15ft. Camper sleeps 4 Kemp 435 4343
or Bob 63851 314 359-0373 or
Johnny Robinson Road. on side for Section 8, Murray 11hp 36in. cut good life in this lovely 3 Two bedroom house,
comforta
bly.
rent-subsidized apart tractor lawn mower, BR., B.V., 2 /
Sink, Kemp Jr 435-4319
1
2 bath
ORGAN
Call 753 3619.
359 0633.
full
basement,
garden
stove,
box.
ice
This can
ments. 1, 2, & 3 be
home. Entry foryer,
Two full sized hand drooms. Apply Hilldale Shp tiller. Both like new large family room with spot. Asking $13,500. be seen at 104 N. 10th.
One half already paid
offer.
best
753-2366.
balance due or mon- crocheted bedspPeads Apartments, Hardin,
St. anytime.
fireplace. Central elec- 753-2737 after 2p.m.
and used wheel chair Ky or dial 502-437 4113. Thinking about a yard tric heat pump, lovely Two bedroom modern 1973
thly payments.
Special Deluxe cab
sale? Join us at the fair
like new. Call 489 2654.
carpeting. Double gar cottage and lot near over good condition.
Equal Housing
grounds
flea
CLAYTON'S
market.
Used riding lawn Opportunity.
age, automatic opener. Kentucky Lake, year Call 759-1305.
mowers. See Keith at Nice apartment for rent Open Fri., Sat., and In 80's. KOPPERUD round
4 years old.
753-7575
Sun.
To
reserve
a
spot
Anything from a hammer to a haul away.
512,000. 1 502 436 5439
52. Boats-Motors
Stokes Tractor and close to MSU. No pets.
REALTY -753 1222.
phone
753-4669
or
753Implement. 753-1319.
WINTER OR SUMMER
$125. per month, deposit 9729.
15ft. Polar Kraft boat,
required. 753-6564.
RAIN OR SHINE
20hp
Johnson,
trailer,
This is it! Multi Family
Nice inexpensive 1 be- Yard Sale. 9-4 Sat. BBQ
trolling motor, 2 bat
Expert Repair Service On Car & Home teries, carpet, bass
droom apartment low grill, furniture, tools,
utilities. 753-3949.
seats, extras $1500.
sewing machine,
Stereo's Of Good Duality.
489 2787.
One and 2 bedroom household items, also
No
Discount
Store Mdse. Please!
apartments for rent. selling 14x6Oft. mobile
1976 Cobia 16ft. Run
Call 753-3530 The home on 1 acre lot.
about tri hull. 140hp
miles East on 94; right
Embassy Apts.
inboard outboard. Call
Highway 94E
527 8612 or after 5p.m
One and 2 bedroom at 1st paved road past
222 Se. 12th
753-5865
East
7951.
trailer
527
Y
(280);
6th
apartments near downtown Murray. 753-4109 on right.
1980 25ft. MacGregor
Yard Sale Fri. and Sat.
Sailboat fully equipped.
or 436•28.14.
489 2711.
One bedroom furnished 734 Nash Dr. Starts at
apartment. 1 block from 7a.m.
campus. Water fur
Yard Sale Sat. 0-3 at
nished. .$145. Call 753- 1307 Overbey Ave.
1203.
Household items, picRecovered steles boat metro
One bedroom apart- tures, jewelry, adult
aid trailer. 11 model
ment furnished or un- and baby clothes, toys,
*PRESCRIPTION *NM FRUIT DRINKS
furnished in lake front old bicycles, and much
Checkmate 15 ft. beat. 1910
•NOSPITAl SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
house. Panorama more. Cancelled if rain.
If you seek a sales position with excellent inode! Mercury 135 HP
Shores 753 7272, Yard Sale 1003A Nor*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
come
end management opportunity, you shooed
(seeds
lower
mit
wed)
436-2484.
thwood off 641N. Sat.
*MOUNTER OSTDIAT PRODUCTS
check us out.
1912 model Paris trailer.
Three room apartment 9-5. Furniture, dishes
P... Delivery pm PraiwrIptisos hOty Wes
Coe be sees at Murray Sport
We train in product knowledge end soles skills.
on Olive St. 753 6045 and many other items.
after 5p.m.
Marin, Hr. 121 Sloth.
Our "In the Field" training program end financial
Two Bedroom Town
weekdays 9-5.'Will be said
help while training are your keys to a successful
Yard Sale
House Apartment,
as is were is le the highest
career.
4 Party Yard Sale
range, refrigerator,
suled lid, lids to he epeeOutstending free fringe benefits.
dishwasher, disposal,
Them, Friday and
el le Friday. Nay 21, 1982
Ladies t Men's Shoos Shined 75' Pr.
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY
washer dryer hookup,
Saturday, I a.m. til ?
1( 12:1 usu. We reserve
central heat and air.
Boots 51.00 pr.
We need two fell-time weer sales people.
Impels: 1617 Car.
Call 753 7550 or 753-7579.
Me right II reject aly all
225 L.P. MMer St.
dl Drive. Watch for
Two bedroom apart
all bids. Reply to Sheller
ment in Northwood.
signs! Maternity,
Specializing he Senior Citizens
Ms. Comply, Keith W.
Appliances, washer and
coated:
women, mess, girls
Cart, P. 0. Box 173, WorMir Cots $1.00
dryer furnished. NO
sad baby cliqbes.
pets.$765. 75311811.
my,
Ky.
William
Poe
42111.
Shempoo,.Sitave fad lialrart S2.75
Two bedroom garage
leeks, ',attires,
Broadway
Saito 402
17th
&
apartment, water pro
materiel, teys, odd
Vagabond Sailboats.
Paducah,
42001
Ky.
vided, lawn mowed.
Open Hairs Mon., Toes., Wed., Mars., Fri., Set.
Vagabond 14, Hotcler 20,
and ends and much
Refrigerator and stove
7:30-2:30-753-3685
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
dealer 1554 Oxford Dr
furnished. Call 753 5733
-4 Murray. Ky. 753 1326.
AP
-Ms&

I

753-7794

ROOF
-PROBLEMS?

Kelley's Tenni]
Pest Control

fOR SALE

OPFT ID

James L.
Kellet Co..

•

J.C. & C.
Sheeting

1982 Chevrolet
Celebrity, 4 door
sedan 3,000 miles.
New Car Warranty.

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac

World ofSound

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
75 3 - 03 29
(Home)

AN BLA TI G
81 PAINTING

We Buy and Sell Depression
Gloss and Fiesta Ware.

World of Sound

Bel-Air Decor Store

4
,

Murray Livestock
And Trailer Sales
ABOVE AVERAGE
SALES POSITION

753-3642

FOR SALE

WALLIS DRUG

William Nall Pasco, DMD

announces the opening
of his office
for the practice of

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

•

General Dentistry

HoursbyNights Available

1653 Calloway Ave.

753-1914
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I OBITUARIES ,
L.F. Maupin's
Shultz rites
to be Sunday rites today
Services for Ira Dewey
Shultz will be Sunday at 2
p.in, in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
William Hardison and
John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Bauz Cochrum, Cody
Cochrum, James H.
Waters, Gerald Shultz,
Curtis Shultz and Darrell
Shultz. Burial will follow
in Antioch Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Mr. Shultz, 78, 520
South Seventh St.,
Mayfield, died Friday at
12:50 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Underhill
rites Friday
The funeral for Crystal
Lynn Underhill was Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Randolph Allen officiated.
Pallbearers were Kenny Bridges, Keith
Wicker, Terry Manker
and Johnny Garner.
Burial was in Murray City Cemetery.
. The baby, born March
5, died Wednesday at
Norton's Children's
Hospital, Louisville. Her
parents were Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Underhill,
Rt. 5.

Escapee is
found dead
GEORGETOWN, Ky.
( AP) — Kentucky State
Police are investigating
the death of a man who
escaped from the Brown
County, Ohio, jail April
16.
The body of John
Jackson, 28, formerly of
Ripley, was found
floating in the Ohio River
near Augusta last Sunday, but wasn't identified
until Thursday evening,
Brown County deputies
said.
Jackson was charged
with possession of a
stolen vehicle and with
receiving stolen property
when he escaped custody.
Augusta Police Chief
Phil Cummins said an
autopsy report indicated
a laceration to the scalp
and gave the cause of
death as drowning.

Final rites for Leonard
F. Maupin will be today
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
David Brasher and Dr.
Jerrell White will officiate. Music will be by
Milton Gresham, soloist,
and Mrs. Oneida White,
organist.
Pallbearers will be
Leonard Hart, David
Maupin, Gerald Maupin,
Joe Mathis, J.T. Portis
acad Trevor Mathis.
Burial will follow in
Kirksey Cemetery.
Mr. Maupin, 78, died
Wednesday at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
His wife, Lovie,survives.
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Suspention
satisfies
policewoman
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio
(AP) — Police officer
Barbara Schantz, who
feared she would be fired
for posing nude for
Playboy magazine, says
she's satisfied with only
being suspended for 37
days and plans to resume
her law enforcement
career.
After the suspension
was announced Friday,
she said she expects to remain on the police force
long after she resumes
work June 15.
"I believe I have 22
years to retirement," she
said.
The city manager of
this central Ohio city of
72,000, Thomas M. Bay,
announced the
disciplinary action Friday.
As part of a settlement
between lawyers for the
city and Ms. Schantz, she
issued a written apology
to police and the community, agreed to drop a
$1 million federal court
suit against the city and
agreed not to appeal her
suspension.
Bay said the city
drafted the apology and
Ms. Schantz agreed to
sign it at a hearing Thursday.
"I feel strongly for people that have been deeply
hurt by this or embarrassed by it," she told
reporters. But, Ms.
Schantz added, "I personally don't feel what I
did was wrong."

el)HEALTH
Too few blood cells

Carton
Men's Comfortable Crew Socks
;Full-cushioned foot. stay-up.top Of Cotton/stretch nylon White. white/stripes

Men's T-shirt With Kodel'
Cool, comfortable Kodell' polyester/
cotton tee in his favorite solid shades

Delicious Malted Milk Balls
Old-fashioned malted milk candy with
crunch. In jumbo 13-oz.* milk carton

'Eostrnon Reg TM

'Net rot

s1.00 CASH HIFIND
BY MAIL

„,,,
E
F"'""2.69

USE MAIL,IN
CERTIFICATE
!DELON/

r
k flie

c
VAL"
100 FILTER

Mal to
REFUND OFFER
PO Box 2510
Boston. MA 02277

100 FILTERS
Limit 2

BOXeS

Box of 100 K mart Coffee Filters
K mart's% disposable filters fit
most autoafic
n-l
drip coffee
makers Great coffee everytime

-1.00

1.69

COS
NETT $

Complete this form and mail it *Oh K Marl cash
register receipt along with the proof of purchase
seal from 10 g1. canister of Nestea Iced Tea Mix

Our Reg. 5.57

2

LESS

Send

limit 1

$
4 Save 28%

AkackeS1
Ca,

Misses'Slip-ons
Acrylic/polyester

Vneck Pointelle accents

,1 vdd
,ptu.sp

Stale
2.0
10 0.9111 **SOS tor snom.pnl out, pppl pnly
VOA.P.ted into co, restr.cled PI Ia.
2.0.04S'
••• >2.,2

Nesteme Iced Tea Mix
USA pnd
0.4

OFFER EXPIRES JULY 10, HIV
ONLY THIS FORM MAY BE USED TO OBTAIN REFUND

Sold in Sporting
Goods Dept

Boys' And
Girls' Sizes

Sold in Sporting
Goods Dept

Sugar and lemon flavored
with other natural flavors.
32-oz size makes 10 qts.
'Net vel
Auto Dept

INERNOs.

Easy Installation

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB —
Would you please give me
some information about pernicious anemia. I am 77
years old and have to go to
the hospital for blood transfusions. The doctor says I
am not able to manufacture
my own blood. I also get
vitamin 13-12 shots and take
folic acid. He also says my
red blood cells are large. Is
that bad? Is there anything
else I can do to control this
condition? What causes it'
Will I have to keep on taking
8-12 shots and transfusions?
DEAR READER — There
are many different causes
for the bone marrow to stop
producing enough blood
cells. In some instances it is
temporary in response to
exposure to some chemical.
It can occur because of
blood loss that eventually
leads to exhaustion of the
bone marrow's ability to
form red Mood cells.
When the cause is pernicious anemia the doctor
looks to find out why the
body is not getting enough B12. Usually that is because
the 8-12 in your diet is not
absorbed from your digestive system. The fault is a
lack of, or insufficient
amounts of, a substance
called intrinsic factor. This
substance is manufactured
by the stomach and is essential to the absorption of B12. People who have had a
major portion of the stomach removed may have this
problem. Or it may occur
4 With increasing age.
The 8-12
new

neeetnaril%
t

formation.

time new cells are formed
the 8-12 enables the fOrMl-

DNA to form
new nuclei for the new cells.•
If the marrow is deficient in
8-12, not enough new red
cells are formed. The fact
that the -ones that are
formed are Lai* is not
Important except in helping
to establish the diagnosis.
.Th1, yes will need to contiOn

Of new

tinue the 8-12 shots. The
injections enable the 8-12 to
be picked up directly into
your circulation, thereby
avoiding the necessity of
intrinsic factor to enable
absorption through the
digestive system. It sounds
like your doctor is doing all
the things that should be
done.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-5,
Vitamin 8-12, Folic Acid,
Pernicious Anemia, for additional information. Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me,in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, •
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
had my tonsils out a year
ago. My doctor told me that
I would still have sore
throats but they wouldn't be
as bad. I have sore throats
all the time. I drink a lot of
fluids and it seems the infections just keep coming back.
I only smoke a half pack of
cigarettes a day. I have had
throat cultures and they
were negative. I'm 48 years
old. Did I wait too long to
have my tonsils out?
DEAR READER — Tonsils are just large lymph
glands. They are there to
help act as a barrier to
infections in the throat.
Sometimes they do become
the seat of a chronic infection and are better removed
but it is very rare that taking out tonsils eliminates
throat infections. You may
have a lowered body resistance but it is unrelated to
tonsils. You Might have your
doctor check your gamma
globulin level as it is important in resistance.
Also I would recommend
that you, stop smoking
entirely. Exceptionally dry
rooms may cause throat irritation, too. In the winter
time many homes are drier
than the Sahara derrt.

Our Reg. 16.44

11.88

Double 6-pack Thermos'
Cooler With Insulation

Our Reg. 19.97 - Pair

Pack a couple 6 packs in this
personal-size cooler and go!
Polyurethane insulation keeps
them cool. 12-qt. capacity.

16.96
Outdoor Roller Skates

Urethane wheels, top stop.

Save 28%

12.97
Digital Auto Clock

12-V. Displays hours,
minutes and seconds.

Sunday, Monday,Tuesday Only

Sale Price

Style And
Mfr. May Vary

11
Well-constructed 24" Brazier Grill
Put the fun back into cooking this summer, wherever you
are, with a portable folding grill. Save on a family-size
grill with 3 convenient adjustable heights and extrasturdy legs. At a low. K mart'savings price. Shop today!

Copyright 1952 by K mart Ccxporotion
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